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Preface 
Since the appearence of L.E.J.Brouwer fixed point theorem 
in 1912 and its subsequent generalizations, fixed point theorems pro-
vided powerful tools in demonstrating the existence of solutions to a 
large variety of problems in applied mathematics. However, from the 
computational standpoint of view, their usefulness was limited. Upto 
1967 all computational methods used for computing an approximate 
fixed point for a given map were based on iterative procedures that 
required additional restrictions on the map to guarantee convergence. 
The concept of an abstract metric space, which was intro-
duced by M. Frechet [31] in 1906, furnishes the common idealization 
of a large number of mathematical, physical and other scientific con-
structs in which the notion of a distance denoted by d(p,q). In PM-
spaces instead of associating a number ( i.e. d(p,q))with every pair of 
elements (p,q) one associate a distribution function F and for any 
positive number x,F (x) measures the probability that the distance 
from p to q be less then x. 
Each chapter begins with a clear statement of pertinent 
definttions, principles and theorems together with other descriptive 
relevant materials. Each chapter has been divided into sections and 
some times a section is also divided into subsections. In a section we 
give defintions, theorems and related results. The numbers like 1.1 
indicate section 1 of chapter 1 and number like 2.1.1 implies sub sec-
( i ) 
tion 1 of section 1 of chapter 2. 
In first chapter, we discuss the definition of PM-space, 
Menger PM-space, Wald space,Simple space, triangle inequality, tri-
angle norm and others also incorporate lemmas and theorems which 
are needed for future discussions. The construction of particular 
spaces and continuity properties of the distance functions are also 
discussed. 
In the end, we introduce the metrization and completion of 
probabilistic metric spaces. The most of the results in this chapter are 
due to F. Rhodes [60], B. Schweizer, A. Sklar and E. Thorp [62] and 
H. Sherwod [65,67]. 
Chapter II deals with the topological structures and related 
properties for PM-spaces. Here, we discuss the conditions of 
metrizibility and certain forms of metric spaces along with topologi-
cal structures in Menger PM-spaces. Most of the results in this chap-
ter are due to S. S. Chang [6,7,9,10,11,12,13,15,16,17,18,20,22, 
23,24.25], O.Hadzic [32,33,34,35], T. L. Hicks [37,38], V. Radu 
[55,56,57,58,59], Z. Y. You and L. H. Zho [73,74,75] and others. 
In chapter III we discuss the contraction principle in 
PM-spaces. In 1922 Banach gave contraction principle for contrac-
tion mappings on metric spaces which was extended to PM-spaces 
by V. M. Sehgal and A. T. Bharucha-Reid [1972,64], where it is proved 
that e\ ery such mapping on a complete Menger PM-spaces (X,F,min) 
has a unique fixed point. Here we present some important results com-
(i i) 
mon fixed point theorems and coincidence theorem for single-valued 
and set-valued mappings in PM-spaces. 
Chapter IV deals with some results and fixed point theorems 
for multi-valued mappings in PM-spaces with a special emphasis to 
Caristi's fixed point theorem in PM-space [54] some other related 
results are also discussed. 
(iii) 
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CHAPTER -1 
ON PROBABILISTIC 
METRIC SPACES 
CHAPTER -1 
ON PROBABILISTIC METRIC SPACES 
1.1 Introduction 
In 1942 Menger [49] gave a generalization of metric space, termed 
as Probabilistic metric space ( abbreviated as PM-space).In this paper he gave 
postulates for the distribution flinctions F , which included a generalized 
triangle inequality. Moreover, he also constructed a theory of betweeness and 
indicated possible fields of applications. 
In 1943, just after the appearence of Menger's paper, Wald [71] 
published a paper in which he criticized Menger's generalized triangle inequal-
ity and proposed an alternative one. On the basis of this new inequality, Wald 
[72] constructed a theory of betweeness having certain advantages over Menger's 
theory. 
In 1951 Menger [51] published another paper which is devoted to 
the probabilistic metric spaces.In this paper he adopted Wald's version of the 
triangle inequality. Probabilistic metric spaces are also considered by Menger 
in a series of papers [50,52,53]. 
1.2 PM-Spaces 
The present section contains the axiomatics of Probabilistic met-
ric spaces with particular emphasis on the triangle inequality. Some related 
results are also discussed in considerable details. But, before defining the PM-
space, we recall the following definitions for fiiture use. 
Definition 1.2.1. A mapping F : R -^ R* is called a distribution fiinction if it 
is non-decreasing and left continuous with inf F = 0 and sup F = 1. We denote 
by D the set of all distribution functions. 
In what follows, H denotes the specific distribution fiinction defined by 
H(x)- ro, x<o, 
l l , x>0. 
For reference, we also record the definition of metric space. 
Definition 1.2.2. A metric space is an ordered pair (X,d), where X is an 
abstract set and d is a mapping of XxX into R, satisfying the following axi-
oms: 
(M-1) 
(M-2) 
(M-3) 
(M-4) 
d(p,q) = 0, ifrp = q 
d(p,q) > 0 
d(p,q) = d(q,p) 
d(p,r) < d(p,q)+d(q,r) 
(Identity) 
( Positivity) 
(Symmetry) 
(Triangle inequality). 
1.2.3 Probabilistic Metric Spaces. A probabilistic metric space is an or-
dered pair (X,F) where X is an abstract set and F is a mapping of XxX into D 
i.e., F associates a distribution function F(p,q) with every pair (p,q) of points 
in X . We shall denote the distribution function F(p,q) by F where the 
symbol F (x) will denote the value of F for the real argument x.The func-
tion F is assumed to satisfy the following conditions. 
p.q 
(PM-1) FJx) = l , Vx>0,ifFp = q, 
(PM-2) FJO) = 0, 
(PM-3) F = F , 
^ ' p.q q . p ' 
(PM-4) If Y^pC) = 1, and F J y ) = 1, then F^/x+y) = 1. 
Every metric space can be regarded as a special PM-space if we set 
Fp (^x) = H(x-d(p,q)) for every pair of points (p,q) in the metric space. 
This can be exhibeted as follows; 
Consider 
¥Jx) - H(x-d(p,q)) 
= H(x-0), ififp = q,d(p,q) = 0 
= H(x) 
= 1, X > 0, as H(x) is a distribution function. 
Which shows that F (x) = 1, v x > 0 itfp = q. 
For proving F (0) = 0, consider 
F„iO) = H(0-d(p,q)) = 0 as -d(p,q) < 0. 
p,q^ 
For proving F = F , consider 
f l=> p,q q,p ' 
¥(x) = U(x-d(p,q)) 
PA 
= H(x-d(q,p)), as d(p,q) = d(q,p) 
Finally we 
and 
Therefore, 
= F (x) 
=>F = F 
PA q.p 
consider 
¥Jx) = H(x-d(p,q)) 
= H(x)=l , ^d(p ,q) = 0 
=>P = q, 
F,,Xy) = H(y-d(q,r)) 
= H ( y ) = l , ^ d ( q , r ) = 0 
=:> q = r. 
FJx+y) = H(x+y-d(p,r)) 
= H(x+y), for d(p,r) = 0, for every p = r. 
= 1, a s x > 0 , y > 0 =>x+y>0. 
Thus F J x ) - 1 and FJy) = 1, then FJx+y) = 1. 
Definition 1.2.4. A triangle inequality is said to hold universally in a 
PM-space iff it holds for all triples of points, not distinct in that space. 
Let A : [0,l)x[0,l] -> [0,1] be a 2-place function satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(A-1) 
(A-2) 
(A-3) 
(A-4) 
(A-5) 
0< A(a,b):^l, 
A(c,d)> A(a,b), 
A(a,b) = A(b,a), 
A(l, l)=l, 
A(a,l) > 0, 
V c > a and d ^ b, 
for a>0. 
Using these results Menger [49] introduced a generalized triangle 
inequality or the Menger triangle inequality as follows: 
(PM-5) F Jx+y) > A(F J x ) ,F^ (^y)), for all x,y > 0. 
where A is a 2-place function satisfying (A-1) ~ (A-5). 
There are numerous possible choices for A. Here, we hst six of the 
simplest 2-place fimctions in order of increasing 'strength' as follows: 
Aj(a,b) = niax(a+b-l, 0), i.e., Aj = max(sum-l,0), 
A2(a,b) = ab, i.e., A^  = product, 
A3(a,b) = min(a,b), i.e., A3 = min, 
\ia,h) = max(a,b), i.e., A^  = max, 
A5(a,b) = a+b-ab, i.e., Aj = sum - product, 
A/a,b) = min(a+b,l), i.e., A^  = min(sum,l). 
However, the following lemmas indicate the strength of fimctions A^ , Aj, A^ , 
for most purposes. 
Lemma 1.2.5. If a PM - space contains two distinct points then the condition 
(PM-5) can not hold universally in the space under the choice A^  = max. 
Proof. Let p and q be two distinct points of the space and let x and y satisfy 
0 < y < X. Suppose that the condition (PM-5) holds universally with A^  = max. 
Then we have, 
F J x ) > m a x ( F J x - y ) , F J y ) ) = l , 
which demands that x > 0 and p = q for the above condition (in view of 
(PM-1)). But it is a contrary to our assumption p ^^  q. 
Thus the condition (PM-5) does not hold in general. 
Lemma L2.6. If a PM-space is not a metric space and if the condition 
(PM-5) holds universally in the space for some choice of A satisfying the 
conditions (A-1) ~ (A-5), then the function A has the property that there exists 
a number a, 0< a < 1, such that A(a,l) < a. 
Proof . If a PM-space is not a metric space, then there is at least one pair 
p,q of points for which F^^ assumes values other than 0 or 1. By the left 
continuity and monotonicity of F , there is not merely one point, but an open 
interval (x,y) on which we have 0 < F < 1. 
p,q 
Let us consider 
A(a,l) = a+cj) (a), where (t)(a) > 0 for 0 < a <1. 
Let z be any point in (x,y) and take t>O.Then we have 
F^^(z+t) > A (F^^(z),F^ ^ (t)) 
= A(FJz),l) , F J t ) = l , f o r t > 0 . 
= Fp,, (z)+(t)(F^^(z)). 
Letting t ^ 0 ^ , we have 
fp,.(2^) ^ (Fp,,(2)+<l>(Fp,,(z)) > F^^(z). 
Thus F is discontinuous at z .Since z is arbitrary so F is discon-
tinuous at every point of (x,y). But this is a contradiction, because a 
non-decreasing function can be discontinuous at only denumerably 
many points. 
Lemma 1.2.7. If the condition (PM-5) holds universally in a PM-
space and if A is continuous, then for any x > 0, we have 
A(F^Jx ) , l )< F^^(x). 
Proof . Let p,q and x>0 be given and choose y such that 0 < y < x, 
then we have 
F^^(x) > A (Fp^ (x-y), F^^ (y)) 
= A(FpJx-y) , l ) . 
Letting y ->0'^ , we get 
F (x)> lim A(F (x-y),l) 
But by the continuity of A, 
Hm^_o. A(F^Jx-y) , l ) = A(Iim^_^,, F^^(x-y), 1), 
The left continuity of Fp ^ yields, 
^ A (Fp^ (x),l) < F J x ) , for any x > 0. 
L3 Menger PM- spaces 
Definition L3.1. A Menger PM-space is a PM-space in which the 
condition (PM-5) holds universally for some choice of A satisfying 
the conditions (A-2), (A-3), (A-6) and (A-7), i.e. 
(A-2) A(c,d) > A(a,b) for c > a , d > b, 
(A-3) A(a,b) = A(b,a), 
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(A-6) A(a,l)= a and A(0,0) = 0, =^ A(a,b) < A(a,l) = a 
& A(b,a)< A(b,l) = b, 
(A,7) A(A(a,b),c) = A(a,A(b,c)). 
Definition 1.3.2. A triangular norm is a 2-place function 
A: [0,l]x[0,l] ^ [ 0 , 1 ] satisfying the conditions (A-2), (A-3),(A-6) 
and(A-7)of (1.2.4). 
The following lemma shows that, in determining whether or 
not a PM-space is a Menger PM-space, only triples of distinct points 
are needed to be considered. 
Lemma 1.3.3. If the points p,q,r are not all distinct, then the condi-
tion (PM-5)holds for the triple p,q,r under any choice of A satisfying 
(A-2), (A-3),(A-6) and (A-7). 
Proof . We consider only the choice A3 = min. 
If p = r, then F = H and the condition is immediately satisfied. 
If p = q ^ r then for x,y > 0, 
min (F^^ (x),F^^ (y)) = min (H (x),F^^ (y)) 
^ F^^ (x+y) 
^ Fp^ (x+y). 
This completes the proof. 
1.4 Wald Spaces 
This section deals with the concept and properties of Wald 
spaces [71], the construction of particular spaces and the construc-
tion of metrices for Wald spaces due to Rhodes[60]. The inequality 
8 
given below is due to Wald [70]. 
(PM-w) F ^(x) > [F * F J(x) for all x > 0, where * denotes 
convolution, i.e. 
Since F (x-y) = 0 for y > x and F ^(y) = 0 for y < 0, 
we have 
[F *F ](x) = J^ F^ (x-y) d F (y). 
•• p,q q, r J^ >' "' 0 P,q^ •^ •' q,r^-''' 
Since the convolution of the distribution functions of two independent 
random variables gives the distribution function of their sum, the in-
terpretation of (PM-w ) is : The probability that the distance of p and r 
is less than x is not less than the probability that the sum of the dis-
tance of p and q and the distance of q and r is less than x. 
Definition 1.4.1. A Wald space is a PM-space in which the condition 
(PM-w) holds universally. 
Theorem 1.4.2. A Wald space is a Menger PM - space under the 
choice Aj = product. 
Proof . In a Wald space, for any x,y > 0, 
we have 
Fp,r(x+y) ^ io"'Fp.q(^+y-^)dF,,(z) 
= r ^ [ ir-' dF^ ,^ (t)]dF^ /z) 
= U dFJt)dF^^(z) 
t , z > 0 
t+z < x+y 
Now, 
I JdF Jt)dFJz) > J jdF J t ) dFJz) 
t,z >0 0<t<x 
t+z <x+y 0 < z <y 
since the rectangle {(t,z);0 < t < x,0 < z < y} is contained in the 
triangle{(t,z); t,z > 0, t+z < x+y} and the F's are non-decreasing. 
But, 
J JdF^^(t)dF^ Xz) = l ; !o'dF^^(t)dF^^ (z), 
0 < t< x,0 < z <y 
= Fp.,('')F,,,(y)-
On combining these inequalities, we obtain 
FpXx+y)>FJx)F^^(y) (1.4.2.1) 
which is nothing but (PM-5) with A^ = product. 
Corollary 1.4.3. If the Wald inequality (PM-w) holds, then so does 
the inequality(PM-4). 
Proof . By definition 1.4.1, if Fp^(x) - 1 and F^ ^y) = 1, 
then Fp^x+y) = 1. 
Lemma 1.4.4. If the points p,q,r are not all distinct then the condi-
tion (PM-w) holds for the triple p,q,r. 
Proof . If p = r, this is immediate as in this case 
F - H. 
If p = q ?t r, then for x > 0, 
10 
= J; H(x-y)dF _Xy) 
= r , FJx-y)dFJy) 
The case p ^ q = r, follows on interchanging r and p. 
This ends the proof. 
Theorem 1.4.5. If in a PM-space^he condition (PM-5) holds under 
A^  = max. for all triples of distinct points, then the space is a Wald 
space. 
Proof. Let the points p,q,r be distinct . Then for any x > 0, 
we have 
¥Jx) > maxi¥JO), FJx)) 
for 0 < F (x-y) < 1. 
p,q V J ' 
Thus the condition (PM-w) holds for all triples of distinct point in the 
space. 
Definition 1.4.6 . The simplest metric spaces are the equilateral spaces 
in which ( - a , p ^ q, 
d(p,q) = { 0, p = q, (1.4.6.1) 
where a is positive. 
We call a PM-space equilateral if, for some distribution function G 
satisfying G(0) = 0, 
"• ' ' ' ' lH(x) , p = q. 
11 
where H is a distribution function defined in the section (1.2.1). 
Theorem 1.4.7. In an equilateral PM- space the Menger triangle in-
equality (PM-5) holds for any triple of distinct points under A^  = max 
and universally under A3 = min. 
Proof. Since G in non - decreasing , we have 
G(x+y) > max(G(x),G(y)) > min(G(x),G(y)) 
and 
G(x+y) > min((G(x), 1). 
Example 1.4.8. 
Let 
0, x < 0 
G(x)= ^ V 0 < X <1 
f 
X, 
^ 1, l < x . 
Then for any triples of distinct points in this space, the conditon (PM-
5) holds under A^= min(sum,l). As in all cases, we have 
G(x+y) > min(G(x)+G(y),l). 
Definition 1.4.9. Let (X,d) be a metric space and G be a distribu-
tion function different from H, satisfying G(0) = 0 for every pair of 
points p,q in S. Define the distribution function F as follows: 
p.q 
r G(x/d(p,q)), p ^ q, 
Fp,q(x)=^ (1.4.9.1) 
A PM - space (S,F) is said to be a simple space iff there 
exist a metric d on S and a distribution function G satisfying G(0) = 0, 
such that for every pair of points p,q in S, F(p,q) = F given by 
12 
In other words, we can say that (S,F) is the simple space given 
by the metric space (S,d) together with the distribution function G. 
Theorem 1.4.10. A Simple space is a Menger PM-space under any 
choice of A satisfying (A-2),(A-3),(A-6) and (A-7). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the condition (PM-5) holds univer-
sally under A^= min, as it is the strongest choice of A possible.Thus, 
we have to show that for p,q,r distinct , 
G(S)^"'in(G(d(F;^)).G(d(57))) (1.4.10.1) 
But d is an ordinary metric, therefore 
d(p,r) < d(p,q) + d(q,r). 
Thus we have 
x+y ^ x+y (1.4.10.2) 
d(p,r) d(p,q)+d(q,r) 
Since, d(p,q) and d(q,r) are positive, so 
max (x/d(p,q), y/d(q,r)) > (x+y)/(d(p,q)+d(.q,r)) 
> min(x/d(p,q),y/d(q,r)) (1.4.10.3) 
with the equality on either side, if and only if 
x/d(p,q) = y/d(q,r). 
Consequently on combining (1.4.10.2) and the right- hand inequality 
in (1.4.10.3), we have 
x+y > ^ j ^ / _j^ , y \ 
d(p,r) V d(p,q) d(q,r)7 
13 
since G is non-decreasing implies (1.4.10.1). 
This ends the proof. 
1.4.11 Metrices for Wald spaces 
F. Rhodes [60] has studied the convexity structure on a Wald 
space as a generalization of that on a metric space. He has shown that, 
when a number of conditions are satisfied, it is possible to construct a 
metric on a Wald space in such a way that the convexity structure is 
identical with that induced by the metric. 
Let X be a Wald space with distribution function F (p,qeX). 
D efine t±ie quanrities; 
<l)(p,q)= l ^ - ' d F J x ) , 
d(p,q) = -log (l)(p,q). 
Then from properties of F numbered from (PM-1) to (PM-3) in 
F.Rhodes [60], it follows that 0 < (|)(q,p) < 1, (with equality if and only 
if p = q) and that (|)(p,q) = <|)(q,p). 
Moreover, if G, and G^ are distribution functions on x>0, 
then we have 
!„Vd (G*G^){x) = J^e-dG,(x) f e-MG,(x) 
and so writing F = F *F , we have 
'^ p.q.r p.q q,r ' 
<t>(p,q) <l>(q.r) = V "^''dFp.q.rCx) 
< Io"e-Fp/x)dx, (By(PM-4)) 
= l"^"" dFp/x) = (|)(p,r). 
These results for <|)(p,q) show that d(p,q) is a metric on X. 
14 
1.5 Convergence and Continuity in PM-spaces and Wald spaces 
Definition 1.5.1. Let p be a point in a PM-space (X,F). By an (c,A,) 
neighbourhood of p,s>0, A,>0, we mean the set of all points q in S for 
which F (8) >1-X. 
If N (8,A,) denotes the'(8,X,) neighbourhood of p then 
N/8A) = {q :F j8 ) >1-X)}, 
where q is the set of all points in X for which the probability of the 
distance from p to q, being less than e, is greater than 1-A,. 
Definition 1.5.2. Let (X,d) be a metric space and let x,y be pair of 
distinct points of X. There exists disjoint neighbourhoods of x and y. 
By (M-1) and (M-2), we get 
d(x,y) > 0. 
Let d(x,y) = s , then the open spheres S(x,8/4) and S(y,8/4) are dis-
joint open neighbourhoods of x and y respectively.If they are not dis-
joint then there exists some point p e S(x, 8/4) n S(y, 8/4), 
so that p e S(x, 8/4) and p e S(y, s/4), therefore 
d(p,x) < 8/4, and d(p,y) < 8/4. 
Now 
d(x,y) < d(x,p) + d(p,y) 
< 8/4 +8/4 = 8/2 
< 8 = d(x,y). 
Thus d(x,y) < d(x,y), which is contradiction. Hence S = S(x, 8/4) n 
S(y,c/4). 
The above property of metric space is known as Hausdorff Axiom. 
Definition 1.5.3. A sequence of points {p^} in a PM-Space is said 
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to converge to a point p in X if and only if, for every 8 >0 and every 
X >0, there exists an integer M , such that 
p e N (eA), i.e. F (e) > \-X, whenever n > M ,. 
Lemma 1.5.4. If p ^ p, then F ^ F = H, i.e., for all x, 
F (x) ^ F (x) = H(x), and conversely. 
Proof . (a) If X > 0, then for every X, > 0, there exists an integer M^. 
such that F (x) > 1 -X, whenever n > M ,. This means that 
lim F (x) = 1 = F (x). 
n->« P,Pn^ ^ P.P^ •' 
(b) If X = 0, then for every n, F (0) = 0 and hence 
lim F (0) = 0 = F (0). 
The converse can easily be proved. 
Corollary 1.5.5. The convergence is uniform on any closed interval 
[a,b] such that a > 0, i.e., M ,^^  is independent of x for a < x < b. 
Proof . For any x, a < x < b. F (x) > F (a). 
•^  ' P.Pn^ ^ P'Pn^ -^  
Theorem 1.5.6. If (X,F) is a Menger PM - space and A is continu-
ous, then the probabilistic distance function F is a lower semi - con-
tinuous function of points, i.e., for every fixed point x. If q^  ^^ q and 
P„ -^ P, then 
lim inf F (x) = F (x). 
n-^oc Pn'ln P'1^ '^ Proof . If X = 0, this is immediate. Because for every n, F (0) = 0 
= F (0). 
Now suppose that x > 0 and let 8 > 0 be given and moreover F is 
left-continuous at x, so there exists an h, 0 < 2h < x, such that 
F (x) - F (x - 2h) < 8/3. 
Set ^P,q(^  " ^^) "" -^ Since A is continuous and A(a,l) = a, 
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there is a number t, 0 < t < 1, such that 
A(a,t) > a - 8/3 
and 
A(a- e/3, t) > a - 28/3. 
Since q„ -^ q and p^ -^ p, by Lemma 1.5.4,there exists an integer M^ ^^  
such that F^, (h) > t and Fp pjh) > t whenever n > M^,. 
Now, we have 
and 
F (x) > A(F (x - h), F (h)) 
F (x-h) > A(F (x-2h), F _ (h)). 
On combining the above inequalities, we obtain 
Fp^^(x-h)> A ( a , t ) > a - 8 / 3 . 
Thus we have 
F (x) > A(a-8/3,t) > a - 28/3 > F (x) - 8. 
Hence proved. 
Corollary 1.5.7. Let p be a fixed point and suppose q^  -^ q, then 
Lim inf F (x) = F (x). 
Corollary 1.5.8. If (X,F) is a Wald space, then F is a lower semi-
continuous function of points. 
Proof. By Theorem L4.2, in a Wald space, the Menger inequality 
holds under A^  = product, which is continuous. 
Theorem 1.5.9. Let (X,F) be a Menger PM- space. Suppose that A 
is continuous and at least as strong as Aj = max(sum-l,0). Suppose 
further that p„->p, q „ ^ q and that F^^ is continuous at x.Then 
F (x) -> F (x) , i.e. the distance function F is a continuous func-
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tion of points at (p,q) or, expressed in another way, the sequence of 
function { F } converges weakly to F . 
Proof . In view of Theorem 1.5.6, it suffices to prove the upper 
semi-continuity of F , i.e. for every 8>0, and for n sufficiently large, 
F (x) < F (x)+c. (1) 
Let us suppose that e>0 is given . Since F is continuous and in par-
ticular, right continuous at x, there exists an h > 0 such that 
F^,,(x+2h) - F^ _^ (x) < 8/3 . (2) 
By Lemma 1.5.4, there is an integer M such that 
and 
F (h) >1- s/3 (3) 
F^ J h ) >1- e/3 (4) 
are satisfied for all n>M. 
From (PM-5) we have. 
and 
Fp,,(x+2h) > A(Fp Jx+h),F^ J h ) ) (5) 
F (x+h) > A(F (x),F (h)). (6) 
P>qn^ ' ^ Pn-ln^ ^ P-Pn^ " ^ ' 
Now, by hypothesis, A is at least as strong as A, = max(sum-l,0) so 
that on combining (3) & (6), we obtain 
F (x+h) > F (x)+F (h)-l 
P'%^ ' Pn-^n^ ' P'Pn^ ' 
> F (x)-8/3. (7) 
Now, on combining (7),(4) and (5), we get 
F^,(x+2h) > F^,_^(x+h)+F, J h ) - I 
> Pp...(''>2B/3. (8) 
On combining (8) with (2), we obtain (1), i.e. 
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F (x) < F (x)+8. 
This ends the proof. 
1.6 The Completion of PM-spaces 
It is well known that every metric space has a completion 
which is unique upto isometry. The proof of the theorem in the section 
depends strongly on the completeness of the metric space of non-
negative real numbers, the uniform continuity of the distance function 
and on the continuity of the binary operation 'addition'. But firstly, we 
give some definitions which will be later useful in proving our main 
theorem. 
Definition 1.6.1. Let (X,F) be a PM-space. 
(1) A sequence of points {p^} in X is a Cauchy sequence if 
F ->H (pointwise) as n, m ^oc . Here H is the specific distribution 
function defined in the section 1.2.1. 
(2) The space (X, F) is complete if every Cauchy sequence in X is 
convergent. 
(3) The PM-spaces (X,F) and (X',F') are isometric if there is a 1-1 
mapping (f) of X onto X' such that for any p,qeX, 
F(p,q) = F'(Kp),(t)(q)). 
As usual the mapping ^ will be called an isometry. 
(4) A complete PM-space (X*,F*) is a completion of (X,F) if (X,F) 
is isometric to a dense subset of (X*,F*). 
Definition 1.6.2. Let (X,F,A) be a Menger PM-space, then the Menger 
PM-space (X*,F*,A*) is a completion of (X,F,A) if (X*,F*) is a com-
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pletion of (X,F) and A = A*. 
Theorem 1.6.3. Every Menger PM-space with a continuous t - norm 
has a completion which is unique up to isometry. 
Proof . Let (X,F,A) be the space in discussion. The proof of this 
theorem can be outlined as follows. 
(i) Partition the set of all Cauchy sequences in X into equivalence 
classes and define X* as the collection of these equivalence classes. 
(ii) Define the probabilistic distance F* on X*. 
(iii) Show that (X*,F*,A*) is a Menger PM - space. 
(iv) Embed (X,F) isometrically into (X*, F*). 
(v) Show that the isometric image of (X,F) is dense in(X*,F*). 
(vi) Show that (X*,F*) is complete. 
(vii) Show that any two completions of (X,F) are isometric. 
Now, we present the prove one by one. 
(i) Two Cauchy sequences {p^ } and {q^ } are said to be equivalent 
(i.e. {p^ } ~ {q^}) if{F } ^ H. This relation is obviously reflexive 
and symmetric. Next let {p„},{q„} and {rj be Cauchy sequences in X 
such that {pj ~ {qj and {qj ~ {rj. Then for any x > 0, 
1 > lim„_^ ^ F„ ^ (2x) > lim A(F (x), F (x)) = 1, 
fi-om which the transitivity follows.Thus " ~ " is an equivalence rela-
tion on X. 
(ii) Let p*, q* e X*; let {pj e p* and {qJ € q*; and let s > 0 be 
given. Choose X so that A(a,b) > a - E/2 whenever 0 < a < I and I -X< 
b < 1. Since {p^ } and {q^ } are Cauchy sequences there exist integers 
Nj and N^ such that 
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F (8/2) > 1- X, whenever m,n > N,, 
F (8/2) > 1 - A, whenever m,n > N,. 
Thus if m,n > max (N,, N2), then for any x, we have 
^p.J- ^ )^ ^ ^(fp.J^ ^ ^/2), F^^ j^8/2)) 
> F (x + 8/2) - 8/2 
> A(F p (8/2), F^ ^ (X)) - 8/2 
and similarly, 
F (x) > F (x - 8) - 8. 
Combining the above inequalities, we find 
F (x- 8) - 8 < F (x) < F (x + 8) + 8, 
i.e., L(F , F ) < 8. It follows that {F(p ,q )} is a Cauchy seqence 
Pn'ln Pm''lm " " 
in the complete metric space (D',L) where D' is a Levy space of distri-
bution functions defined in Schweizer[61].Consequently, 
lim^^^F(p^,qjj) exists. An argument similar to the one used above shows 
that this limit is independent of the particular representatives choosen 
from p* and q*. Thus the probabilistic metric space F* can be defined 
by 
F*(p*,q*) - lim„_^JF(p^,q„)) 
for any p*, q* e X*. 
(iii) Here we present that (X*, F*) satisfies the conditions (PM -1), 
(PM-2) and (PM-3). To show that (X*, F*) is a Menger PM - sapce 
under D', let p*, q* and r* be the elements of X* and let {p^} e p*, 
{q^} e q* and {r^ } e r*. Then for any x,y > 0 such that x + y is a 
point of continuity of F* , „^ we have 
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F* , .(x+y) = lim F (x+y) 
> lim A(F (x), F„ ^ (y)) 
=A(lim F (x), lim F (y)) 
> A(F*p,^.(x), F*^.^.(y)). 
Suppose that x+y is not a point of continuity of F*p,^,. Let {y^} be an 
increasing sequence of real numbers with limit y such that for every 
positive integer k, x+y^ is a point of continuity of F*p.^,. Then we 
have 
F%,,,(x+y) = l im,_ F%,^.(x+y,) 
> lim,_A(F%.^.(x), F*^.^.(y,)) 
= A(F*p,^,(x), F*^,^,(y)). 
We know that for the verification of triangle inequality we need conti-
nuity of t - norm A. This is to be expected. 
(iv) Let each point p in X correspond to the equivalence class of 
Cauchy sequence determined by the constant sequence of value p. It 
follows from the continuity of F and the definition of F* that this 
correspondence, say \\f, is an isometric embedding of X into X*. 
(v) Let p* e X* and {p^} € p*. Then the sequence {v|/(pj} is a 
Cauchy sequence in X* which converges to p*. Therefore v|/(X) is 
dense in X*. 
(vi) Let {p^} be the Cauchy sequence in X*. There exist a Cauchy 
sequence {pj in X such that {v|/{pj} ~ {p*}. Also there is an ele-
ment p* in X* such that {p j e p*; and it is readily shown that the 
sequence {p*} converges to p*. Thus (X*,F*) is complete, 
(vii) Let (X', F') and (X", F") be completions of (X,F) and let \\f' and 
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\j/" be the isometric embeddings of X into X' and X" respectively. Let 
p' be any point of X'. Since the image of X under v|/' is dense in X', 
there is a sequence {p^ }^ in X such that {\|/'(Pn)} ~^ P • Since {p^} and 
consequently {v|/"(Pn)} ^^^ Cauchy sequences, there is a point 
p" e X" such that {4^"(P„)} -^ P"- The function defined by 
V'(P') "^ P" is the desired isometry from X' onto X". This completes 
the proof. 
CHAPTER - 2 
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CHAPTER - 2 
ON TOPOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF PM - SPACES 
2.1 Introduction 
Here we discuss about the topological structures and properties of 
PM-spaces. 
Since 1960, some aspects of theory and application of PM - spaces 
have been considered by many authors,e.g.S.S.Chang et al. 
[6,7,9,10,11,12,13,15,16,17,19,20,23,24]. O.Hadzic[32,33,34,35],T.L.Hicks 
[37,38], V.Radu et al. [55,56, 57,58,59], B.Schweizer and A.Sklar [62,63], 
H.Sherwood [65,66,67], Z.Y. You [73,74,75] and others. These authors have 
proposed some fundamental important problems on topological sructures 
and discussed the properties of PM-spaces and Menger PM-spaces . 
2.2 Topological structures in PM-spaces 
We denote the set of all left - continuous distribution functions by 
D and subset of D by D ,^ defined by: 
D„={feD: f - ' ( l ) ; . ( ! ) } . 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let (X,F) be a PM-space and F take it's values in D .^ If 
we define a fiinction d:X x X ^ R* as follows: 
for all x,y e X, d(x,y)=inf {t > 0, F J t ) = l } , (2.2.1.1) 
then d is a metric on X and so (X,F) is a metric space distinguished as (X,F,d). 
Proof. By the definition of d and the conditions (PM-1) and (PM-3), (cf. 
Chapter-1, Page - 2) for all x,y,z G X, we have 
d(x,y) > 0, d(x,y) = d(y,x) and d(x,y) = 0, iff x = y. 
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Moreover, for s > 0, we have 
FJd(x,z)+8/2) = 1, 
FJd(z,y)+8/2)=l. 
Hence from (PM-4), we get 
F^/d(x,z)+d(z,y) + 8) = 1, 
which imphes that 
d(x,y) < d(x,z)+d(z,y)+8 . 
Which on letting 8 - ^ 0 reduces to 
d(x,y) < d( x,z)+d(z,y). 
Hence d is metric on X. 
Proposition 2.2.2. Let (X,F) be a PM-space and F take it's values in D^. Let 
d be the metric fimction defined by (2.2.1.1) and the function d^ , a e(0,l] is 
defined by, 
d^(x,y) ^ { t > 0: F^^ (t)>l- a} , x,y e X. (2.2.2.1) 
Then for any given x,y e X, d ^ is a decreasing fimction in a e (0,1] and 
d(x,y)=Um^^o d^(x,y) = sup da(x,y). (2.2.2.2) 
ae (0,1] 
Proof. For given x,y e X, if aj,a2 e (0,1], aj > a2, then we have 
{t > 0, F J t ) > 1-aJ 3 {t > 0,F^^(t) > 1-a,} 
and so 
da(x,y)< d^^i^,y)-
This shows that d„ is a decreasing function in a e (0,1] and so the limit 
lim^^gd^ (x,y) exists and 
lima^o^«(X'y) = sup d„(x,y). 
aG(0,l] 
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By the definition of d, for any s >0, we have F^y(d(x,y) + e) = 1 for all x,y GX. 
Therefore, for any a e (0,1], 
inft {t > 0: F J t ) > 1-a} < d(x,y) +8. 
Noting the arbitrariness of 8 >0 and a e (0,1], we have 
sup djx,y) = sup inf { t > 0, F J t ) > 1-a} < d(x,y). 
aG(0,l] ae(0, l ] (2.2.2.3) 
Besides, by the definition of d again, for any 8 > 0, there exists a = aQ(8) such 
that 
F Jd(x,y)-8 ) < l-a„. 
Hence we have 
d(x,y)-8<inf { t > 0 : F J t ) > l - a } 
< sup inf{t>0,F ( t ) . l - a } . 
aG(0,l] ' 
Letting 8 > 0 on the left side, it follows that 
d(x,y)< sup d^(x,y). (2.2.2.4) 
aG(0,l] 
Therefore, on combining (2,2.2.3) and (2.2.2.4), we have (2.2.2.2). 
This ends the proof 
Theorem 2.2.3. Let (X,F) be a PM-space and F satisfies the following 
condition (PM-a): 
For any x,y,z GX and for any t,,t2> 0, X>0, if F^^(t,)>l-X, 
F^^  (t,) >l-X, then 
F (t,+t,)>l-?. . 
x,y ^ 1 2 ' 
Also, 
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(i) for every a e (0,1],the function d^ defined by 
d,(x,y) = inf {t > 0 : F J t ) >l-a} (2.2.3.1) 
is a pseudo - metric on X. 
(ii) for each a e (0,1], the topology T^ is induced by the family of neigh-
bourhoods {U c X : for each x eU, there exists s > 0 such that 
Nx (e,a)(= U},where 
N^(8,a) = {yeX:F^^(8)> l -a} , 
concides with the topology Td(x induced by the family of neighbourhoods 
{Ba(x,8) : X eX, 8 > 0} in X, 
where 
Ba(x,e)={y e X : d„(x,y) < e}. 
Proof . 
(i) For every a e (0,1], we can easily show that 
da(x,y) ^ 0, da(x,y) = da(y,x), and 
d^ (x,y) = 0, iff X = y . 
By definition of d ,^ for each 8 > 0, we have 
F^^ (do,(x,z)+8/2) >l-a, 
F^y(da(z,y)+8/2) >l-a. 
By the condition (PM-a), we obtain 
Fx,y(da(x,z)+do,(z,y)+8) >l-a . 
But 
da(x,y) < de,(x,z)+do,(z,y)+8 , 
letting 8 ^ ^ 0, we have 
d«(x,y) < d„(x,z)+d«(z,y). 
Because fi-om d(x,y) = 0, it does not imply x = y, for each a e (0,1], da is a 
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pseudo-metric. 
(i i) It is sufficient to show that 
N^(8,a) = Be,(x,8). (2.2.3.2) 
Let y e Nx(e,a), then F y^(8) >l-a. 
By the left continuity of the distribution fimction, 3 e' e(0,8) such that 
F..ie')>l-a. 
x,y^ 
And so we have da(x,y)=inf {t > 0 : F^y(t) >l-a}< e' < 8. 
=> y e Ba(x,8), => N^(8,a) a Ba(x,8). 
Conversely, if y e Ba(x,8), then da(x,y) < s. 
i.e., y 6 Nx(8,a) => BJx,e) a ^^{e,a) => B^(x,a) = No,(s,a). 
2.3 Topological Properties of PM-spaces 
Now, using the condition (PM-a), we state few more properties of 
PM- spaces. But firstly, we give some definitions which are later useftil in 
proving that if F satisfies the condition (PM-a), then the Menger PM- space is 
a metric space. 
Definition 2.3.1. Let (X,F) be a PM-space,where F takes its values in D^ , . 
(A) A sequence {x^ } in X is said to be d-convergent to x eX, where d is 
defined by (2.2.1.1), denote it by x^  ^-x, if for any given 8 >0, there exists a 
positive integerN = N(8) such that F^ ^ (8) = 1, whenever n,m > N. 
m' n 
(B) A sequence {x^ } in X is said to be a d-Cauchy sequence if for any 8 >0, 
there exists a positive integer N = N(8), such that F^ ^ (e) = 1,whenever 
m' n 
n,m > N. 
(C) (X,F) is said to be d-complete if every d-Cauchy sequence in X is 
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d-convergent to some point in X. 
(D) A set A c (X,F) is said to be d-8 dense in X if for each x e X and 
E>0, there exists an x^ G A such that F^ ^^  (e) = 1-
(E) (X,F) is said to be d-totally bounded if for each s>0, there exists 
a finite subset A c X such that A is d-8-dense in X. 
Definition 2.3.2. Let (X,F,A) be a Menger PM-space and F satisfy the 
condition (PM-5) or A satisfy the condition A(a,b) > max{a+b-l,0}, 
a,b e [0,1], suppose that d* is defined by (2.6.1.1). 
(1) A sequence {x_^ } in X is said to be d* - convergent to x G X, write 
d* 
x^^ -> X, if for any given 8 > 0, there exists a positive integer N = N(8) 
such that F (e ) > 1-8, whenever n > N. 
(2) A sequence {x^} in X is said to be d* - Cauchy sequence if for 
each 8 > 0, there exists N = N(8) such that x G X , F (e ) > 1-8, 
whenever n,m > N(8). 
(3) (X,F,A) is said to be d* - complete if every d* - Cauchy se-
quence in X is d*-convergent to some point in X. 
(4) A subset A c X is said to be d*- 8 - dense if each x G X, there 
exists an x. G A such that F (e ) > 1- 8. 
* x»,x^ ' 
(5) (X,F,A) is said to be d* - totally bounded if for each 8 > 0, there exists a 
finite subset A such that A is d* - 8 - dense in X. 
Theorem 2.3.3. Let (X,F) be a PM - space and F take its values in D^ . 
Then X is d - complete, where d is defined by (2.2.1.1) iff for each 
family L of d - closed subsets of X satisfying the following condi-
tions: 
(i) L has the finite intersection property. 
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(ii) for each e > 0, there exists A e Z such that D^ (s) = 1, where 
D^(t) = sup inf F^y(s), t E R , 
s<t x,y 6 A 
n^ , ,M^( t ) . (2.3.3.1) 
Proof . First, we show that the following condition (ii)' can be ob-
tained from condition (ii) : 
(ii)' For each s > 0, there exists a set A eL such that 
8(A) = sup d(x,y) < s. 
x,yeA 
In fact, it follows from the assumption that for each 8 > 0, there exists 
a set A e Z such that D^(E) = 1 and hence we have 
sup inf F^ i s ) = I. 
s<t x,yeA 
x,y^ 
This implies that 
Px,y(^ ) = 1' ie- , d(x,y) < 8, x,y eA. 
This ends the proof. 
2.4 Probabilistically Bounded Sets in PM-spaces 
In this section, we discuss some characterization of various 
probabihstically bounded sets in PM-spaces. As appUcations, we will utiUze 
some results to study lioear operator theory and fixed point theory in PM-
spaces. 
Definition 2.4.1. Let (X,F) be a PM-space and A be a non - void subset of 
X. 
(a) A is said to be probabilistically uniformly bounded if there exists an 
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M > 0 such that 
F (M) = 1, for all x,y eA. 
(b) A is said to be probabihstically semi-bounded if 
0<sup inf F rt)<l. 
t>0 x,y8A 
x,y^ 
(c) A is said to be probabihstically bounded if 
sup inf ] 
t>0 x,y e A 
F^y(t)=l. 
(d) A is said to be probabihstically unbounded if t >0, x,yG A 
sup inf F J t ) = 0. 
t>0 x,yeA 
If X is itself probabilistically uniformly bounded (resp., semi-
bounded,bounded,unbounded), then X is said to be probabilistically uni-
formly bounded space (resp., semi-bounded,bounded,unbounded space). 
Theorem 2.4.2. Let (X,F) be a PM-Space and A be a non empty subset 
of X. If A is probabihstically uniformly bounded, then there exists an M>0 
such that the following inequahty uniformly holds with respect to a e (0,1] 
sup de,(x,y)<M, (2.4.2.1) 
x,yeA 
where 
d,(x,y)=inf {t > 0 : F J t ) > l - a } . (2.4.2.2) 
Proof . Suppose that A is probabilistically uniformaly bounded and there 
exist an M > 0 such that F (M) = 1 , V x,y e A, 
hence for all aG(0,l], 
FJM) >l-a , x,y e A, 
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so that 
inf {t > 0: F (t) >l-a} < M. 
This impHes that the following condition uniformly holds with respect to 
a e (0,1], sup da(x,y) < M. 
x,y eA 
2.5 Topological Structures in Menger PM -Spaces 
In this section, we record few conditions under which the Menger 
PM-space (X,F,A) is metrizable. hi this regard A.Sklar and B.Schweizer [62] 
pointed out that if (X,F,A) is a Menger PM-space with t-nortn A satisfying the 
following condition: 
sup A(t,t) = 1, 
t<l 
then (X^,A) is a metrizable Hausdorflf topological space. 
Theorem 2.5.1. Let (X,F,A) be a Menger PM-space . 
(i) If F takes it's values in D^, then for any t-norm A, (X,F,A) is a metric 
space and the metric d is defined by (2.2.1.1), 
(ii) If t-norm A satisfies the following condition 
A(a,b) > max{a+b-l,0}, a,b e [0,1], 
then for any F which satisfies the conditions (PM-l),(PM-2),(PM-3) and 
(PM-4), (X, F, A) is metrizable and the function d* defined by 
d*(x,y) = sup^{t: F^y(t) < 1-t}. (2.5.1.1) 
is a metric on X. 
Proof. 
(i) It follows immediately from Theorem 2.2.1. 
(ii) The function d* defined by (2.5.1.1) has the following property 
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d*(x,y) < t <:> F J t ) >l-t, t > 0. (2.5.1.2) 
Now, we will show that d* is a metric on X. 
we know that 
d*(x,y) > 0, 
d*(x,y) = d*(y,x) and 
d*(x,y) = 0,ifiFx = y . 
By definition of d*, for any s >0, and x,y,z eX, we have 
F (d*(x,z)+8/2)>l-d*(x,z)-8/2, 
F rd*(z,y)+8/2)>l-d*(z,y)-8/2. (2.5.1.3) 
Hence from (PM-4) and the above expression, it follows that 
F Jd*(x,z)+d*(z,y)+8) > A (F Jd*(x,z)+8/2),F^/d*(z,y)+8/2)) 
> F^/d*(x,z)+8/2)+FJd*(z,y)+8/2)-l 
> 1- (d*(x,z)+d*(z,y)+8). 
Using (2.5.1.2) we have 
d*(x,y) < d*(x,z) + d*(z,y) + 8 . 
Letting 8 ->0, we get 
d*(x,y) < d*(x,z)+d*(z,y), V x,y,z e X. 
Theorem 2.5.2. Let (X,F,A) be a Menger PM-space satisfying the condition 
(PM-a). Then the function d* defined by (2.5.1.1) is a metric on X. 
Proof. From (2.5.1.3), for any x,y,z e X, we have 
F Jd*(x,z)+8/2) >1 - d*(x,z) - d*(z,y) - 8, 
F Jd*(z,y)+8/2) > 1 - d*(x,z) - d*(z,y) - 8. 
In view of the condition (PM-a), we have 
F Jd*(x,z) + d*(z,y) + 8) > 1 - d*(x,z) - d*(z,y) - 8. 
From (2.5.1.2), it follows that 
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d*(x,y) < d*(x,z) + d*(z,y) + 8. 
Letting 8 ^ 0 , we get 
d*(x,y) < d*(x,z) + d*(z,y), V x,y,z e X . 
This completes the proof. 
Remark 2.5.3. Ifthet-norm A = min, then the mapping F in a Menger PM-
space (X,F,A) satisfies the condition (PM-a). Also,for any x,y,z GX and 
tj,t2 > 0, ?o > 0, if F^ (^tj) > 1-A, and F^ C^t^ ) > 1-A-, then from (PM-4) we have 
F Jt,+t,) > min(F Jt,),FJt,)} > 1-:^ . 
Therefore, by the Theorem 2.5.2, (X,F,d*) is a metric space. 
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CONTRACTION PRINCIPLES IN PM - SPACES 
3.1 Introduction 
In 1972,V.M.sehgal and A.T.Bharucha-Reid [64] gave contraction 
mapping on PM-spaces and proved that every such a mapping on a complete 
Menger PM-space (X,F,min) has a unique fixed point. H.Sherwood [66] showed 
that for a very large class of triangle nornis, it is possible to construct 
complete Menger PM-space together with contraction mapping which have no 
fixed point. 
T.L.Hicks [37] considered another notion of contraction mappings 
and showed that every such a mapping on a complete Menger PM-space 
(X,F,min.) has a unique fixed point. He conjectured that these two kinds of 
contractions are distinct each other and asked whether that t-norm min. in his 
fixed point theorem could be replaced by a weaker one. 
3.2 Sehgal, Bharucha - Reid Fixed Point Theorems for contraction 
Mappings in PM - spaces 
The following definition of a contraction mapping was suggested 
by V.M.Sehgal and A.T.Bharucha-Reid [64], which is very natural probabilistic 
version of the notion of strict contraction in metric space. 
Definition 3.2.1. Let (X,F) be a PM-space. A mapping T: X -> X is a 
contraction mapping (or a SB-contraction mapping) on (X,F) iff there is an 
a6(0,l) such that 
FTp.T.(t) ^ F J t / a ) , 
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for every p,q eX and t > 0 . (3.2.1.1) 
Lemma 3.2.2. Let (X,F,A) be a Menger PM-space with a continuous t-norni 
A. Let T : X -> X be a contraction mapping satisfying (3.2.1.1 ),then, 
either 
(i) T has a unique fixed point, or 
(ii) for every p^^eX, Sup{Gp (t): tGR} < 1, where 
G (t) = inflF (t)}, p = Tp „ m = 1,2,3,-
m 
Theorem ( [64] ) 3.2.3. Let (X, F, min) be a complete Menger PM -
space and T: X ^ X be a contraction mapping satisfying the condition (3.2.1.1), 
then T has a fixed point in X. 
Proof . Let p e X and let {p^} be the sequence of iterates of p defined 
by p^=Tp^,, n=l,2,3,.... Then for every positive integer m, 
(l-a)(a+a2+....+a'") = a-a'"^'<l. 
Also we have 
Fpo-pJt) > Fp„.pJ(l-a)(l+a+a^+...+a-')t) 
^ "^^" (^Po,P,(l-")t)' - ' V . - p . ("- ' ( l -aW 
= Fp„,p,((l-a)t). 
Thus Op > Fp p^ ((l-a)j), where j : R -^ R is the identity function. Hence T 
has a fixed point in X. 
Theorem 3.2.4. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and T : X -^ X be a 
mapping satisfying the following condition: 
there exists a constant k, 0 < k < 1, such that 
d(Tp,Tq) < kd(p,q); p,q GX. 
Then T has a fixed point p^ in X, and any p^ e X, T" ^ p ^. 
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Proof. Define a mapping F : X x X -> D by 
F J t ) - H(t - d(p,q)), t e R, p,q e X. 
We know tiiat (X, F, min) is a complete Menger PM-space. Since for each 
t > 0, we have 
F,p,^(kt) = H(kt-d(Tp,Tq)) 
> H(kt-kd(p,q)) 
= H(t-d(p,q)) 
-Fp.,(t), 
=e> T is a contraction mapping of X into itself Hence by Theorem 3.2.3 we 
have a fixed point in X. 
3.3 Fixed Point Theorems for Contraction Type Mappings 
Definition 3.3.1. A set A in a PM-space (X,F,A) is said to be probabilistically 
bounded if 
sup sup inf Fp,q(t)=l. (3.3.1.1) 
s>0 t<s p,qeA 
It is obvious that the condition (3.3.1.1) is equivalent to the following condi-
tion : 
sup inf Fp,q(s) = 1 • 
s>0 p,q € A 
Here we adopt the following notations: 
Let (X,F) be a PM-space and T be a self-mapping on (X, F). For any x,y eX 
and positive integer i, we denote 
0 , ( x ; i , c x ) = { r x } V . , 
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0,(x, y; 0, ex) = (0,(x; 0, <K)) U (0,(y; 0, cc)), 
0,(x, y ; i, ex) = (0,(x; i, cc)) U (0,(y ; i, oc)). 
The symbol (0^(x; i, OC)={T" ^^^^Q is called the orbit of x under T. 
A function (^  : R^ ^ - R" is said to satisfy the condition ((()) if it is 
strictly increasing, ^{0) = 0, and lim^_,^  V (t) = ^ for all t >0, where (t)"(t) 
denotes the n'th iteration of (|)(t). 
Lemma 3.3.2. Let (j)(t) satisfy the condition ((|)), then 
( i ) (|)(t)>t, forall t>0, 
( i i ) for any positive integer n=l,2,..., 
(l)"(t) > (|)°-»(t) > >(t)(t) > t, t>0. 
Here in all cases we assume that (XJ ,^A) is a T- complete Menger PM-space, 
A is continuous t-norm and (|)(t) is a function satisfying the condition ((|)). 
Theorem 3.3.3. Let T be a T- continuous self- mapping on (X,F,A).Suppose 
that for each x e X, the orbit 0^(x ;0 ,oc) is probabilistically bounded, and that 
for any x e X, there exists a positive integer m(x) such that, for all t > 0, 
inf Fp/ t ) > inf Fp,((t)(t)). (3.3.3.1) 
p,q e 0^(x; m(x),oc) p,qe 0^(x; 0, oc) 
Then T has a fixed point in X, and for any x^^ e X, the sequence { x^ } defined 
by x^=T" Xj,; n==l,2,... T- converges to a fixed point of T. 
Proof . For any x^  e X, by the assumptions, there exists a positive integer 
m(X(j) such that 
inf FJt) ^ inf ^,jmi t > 0. 
p,q e 0^{x^; m(x,), QC) p,q e 0^(x,; 0, QC) 
Now, take a sequence {m(j)} of positive integers defined as follows : 
m (0) = m (x,), m(j+l) = m (j) + m (x^^^), j=0,l,2,.. 
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where x ,., = T*"^ ^ x„ . 
mO) 0 
By the induction, we can prove that the following inequality holds 
inf FJ t )> inf FJ(|)(t)) 
p,q eO -^Cx^ ; mG+1), «:) p,q e O^ -Cx^ ; mQ), oc) 
> 
> inf F^^((t>i'(t) 
p,qe 0,(x,; m(0),x) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
> inf F„i(t>i^^(t)) 
p,q e O^Cx^ ; 0, oc) p.q^ 
> sup inf F^Js) 
s < r M t ) p , q e O > „ ; 0 , X) 
p.q^ 
By using Lemma 3.3.2. and the condition (<j)), it follows from (3.3.3.2) 
that 
lim._ inf FJ t )=^H( t ) , t>0, 
p,qe OT(xO; mG+l), ^) 
which implies that {x^} is a T-Cauchy sequence in X. 
By the T- completeness of (X,F,A), we can suppose x^  -> x, G X . By 
the T- continuity of T, it is easy to see that x, is a fixed point of T. 
Theorem 3.3.4. Let T be a T - continuous self-mapping on (X,F,A). 
Suppose that for each x e X, the orbit 0^(x; 0, oc) is probabilistically 
bounded and suppose that there exists a positive integer m such that, 
for any x e X, the following holds: 
inf ¥Jt) > inf Fjm) ; t > 0. 
p,q e 0^(x; m, oc) p,q e 0^(x; 0, oc) 
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Then the conclusion of Theorem 3.3.3 still holds. 
Lemma 3.3.5. Let T be a self-mapping on (X,F,A). Then the fol-
lowing conditions are equivalent : 
( I ) there exists a positive integer m such that, for any x e X, 
inf F J t ) > inf FJ(^(t)), t > 0, 
p,q € 0^(x; m, oc) p,q e 0^(x; 0, x ) 
(II) there exists a positive integer m such that, for any x e X and any 
non-negative integer k, 
( t )> mf FpJ(l)(t)), t > 0 . 
p,q GO^(X; 0, cc) 
Proof . The proof is straight forward,so it is omitted. 
Theorem 3.3.6. Let T be a T-continuous self- mapping on (X, F,A). 
Suppose that for any x e X, 0^(x; 0,oc) is probabilistically bounded, 
and that the condition (I) or (II) in Lemma 3.3.5 is satisfied. Then the 
conclusion of the Theorem 3.3.3. still holds. 
Theorem 3.3.7. Let T be a T - continuous self - mapping on (X, F, 
A). Suppose that there exist positive integers m,n such that for any x,y 
e X and for any t > 0, 
F ,„^ ,„^( t )> inf FJ(|)(t)). (3.3.7.1) 
p,qeO.j.(x,y;0,oc) 
Then T has a unique fixed point in X, and for any x,, e X, the se-
quence {xj defined by x^= T"Xp , n=l,2,...., T - converges to this 
fixed point. 
Proof . Without loss of generality, we can assume m > n. For any 
X e X and for any non-negative integer k, put y = T™"''x. It follows 
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from (3.3.7.1) that, for all t > 0, we have 
p,q e O^(x,T'"-"^''x;0,oc) 
inf Fp^((t)(t)). 
p,q G O^ix; 0, ex:) 
By Theorem 3.3.6, T has a fixed point in X, and for any x^  G X, the 
sequence { x^ } = {T%} T- converges to a fixed point x, of T. 
Suppose that y, G X is another fixed point of T. Then for all t > 0, we 
have 
F^y/t) = F,™,^,„^,(t) > mf ¥jm) 
p,q G O^(x„y,;0,oc) 
= Fx.,y,((l)(t)). 
Repeating the above procedure by the condition ((])), we obtain 
F^ (t) > F^ ( n t ) ) -> H(t). n ^ oc, 
which implies that x, = y». 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem [64] 3.3.8. Let (X,F,A) be a T - complete Menger PM-
space, A be a continuous t - norm satisfying the condition A(t,t) > t 
for all t G [0,1]. Suppose T : X ^^X is a contraction mapping, i.e.. 
there exists a constant k G (0,1) such that, for all t > 0 and x,y G X, 
k 
FTp,T (^t) ^ F J - ). (3.3.8.1) 
Then T has a unique fixed point x„ and for each x^ , G X, the sequence 
{x j defined by x^=T%, n=l,2,..., T- converges to the point x, in X. 
Proof . Take (|)(t) = (1/k) t, t > 0, and then it is easy to see that (|)(t) 
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satisfies the condition ((j)). Since T is a contraction mapping, obvi-
ously, T is T - continuous. We now prove tliat under tiie condition 
(3.3.8.1) and A(t,t) > t, t G [ 0 , 1 ] , for each x e X, 0^(x; 0, oc) is 
probabilistically bounded. 
In fact, for each x^ G X and any X e (0,1), by the property of distribu-
tion function, there exists a number t, = t|(X,) >0 such that for all 
t > t , . 
F ., (t) > l-X. (3.3.8.2) 
If k, G (k,l), for any positive integer n > 1, it follows from (3.3.8.2) 
that 
^^,T"^o^^fi ^ A(F^^,^^((k,-k)t), F,^^,„^^(kt)) 
> A (F^ ^J(k,-k)t),F^ n^., J t ) ) (3.3.8.3) 
0' 0 0' 0 
> min{F,,^((k,-k)t),F,,„.,Jt)). 
0 0 0 0 
From (3.3.8.3), we have 
F^^^„.,^ ^(t) > min{F^^^^^((k,-k)k,-'t),F^^^„.2^^(k,-')} (3.3.8.4) 
substituting (3.3.8.4) into (3.3.8.3), simplifying the expression and 
noting k,"' >1, we have 
F^ ,„^ (k,t) > min{F^ ^^  ((k,-k)t),F^ ^^ .^ ^ (t)} (3.3.8.5) 
0' 0 0' 0 C o 
Repeating the above procedures, we have 
Fx^,Tn./k,t) > min {F^^^^^((k,-k)t),F^^^^(t)} (3.4.8.6) 
= Fx XX ((k.-k)O. 
0 0 
Therefore, which is then gives 
Fx .^T-x/O > F^^^^^((k,-k)k,-'t), n > 1. (3.3.8.7) 
Combining (3.3.8.2) and (3.3.8.7), and taking notice of 
t > max{(t,,k,t,/(k,-k)} = k,t/(k,-k), 
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we have F (^j^ n^ o(t) > \-X for all n= 0,1,2, From which we obtains 
inf F^,^(t)>l-:^ (3.3.8.8) 
q e OT(x^; 0, oc) 
for all t > kjt/(kj-k). In view of the arbitraryness of >- e (0,1), we 
have 
sup inf F ^ ^ ( t ) = l . (3.3.8.9) 
t >0 q e O^(x;0, x ) 
However, for any given Pf^,qQ e 0^(x; 0, oc), we have 
Fp,, (t) ^ A(F^ ^ ( t/2 ),F^ ^ ( t/2 ) 
> A( inf F^^ (^ t/2 ), inf F^^ (^ t/2 )) 
(3.3.8.10) 
> inf F„ J t /2 ) . 
q e 0.^(x,; 0, oc) V 
By the arbitrariness of pQ,qQ G 0^{X^; 0, oc), it follows from (3.3.8.9) 
and (3.3.8.10) that 
sup inf Fp^(t)> sup inf F^^(t/2)= 1, 
t>0 p,q G 0^(x„; 0, oc) t>0 q G 0^(X,; 0, oc) 
Which shows that, for any x^ G X, the orbit O.j.(x0; 0, oc) is 
probabilistically bounded. 
Thus the conclusion of Theorem 3.3.8 can be obtained from Theorem 
3.3.7. 
Theorem 3.3.9 . Let (X,F,A) be a T- complete Menger PM-space with 
a t-norm A satisfying sup^^^^ j A(t,t) = 1. Let T : X ^ X be a map-
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ping satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) for each x e X, sup^^ ,^  G^(t) = 1, where G^(t) = inf ^ ^ ^^  FXT^^^^' 
(ii) for each x e X, there exists a positive integer m(x) e Z^ such that 
for any y E X and t e R"^ , 
(t) > min {F^/(t)(t)),F 
xjm(x)x (Kt))} 
(3.3.9.1) 
where (l)(t) is a left-continuous function satisfying the condition ((})). 
Then we observe that 
(a) for any x^  e X, the sequence {x^} defined by x^  = T'^ '^^ n-Dx^ ,^ 
n = 1,2,..., T-converges to some point x» in X, and moreover, 
(b) if there exists t* e R^ such that F^, T'"(''»)X»(^*) "^  ^' ^^^" ^ * ^ ^ unique 
fixed point of T in X,and the iterative sequence {T"xQ}T-converges to 
X,. 
Proof . (a) We prove that {x^} is a T-Cauchy sequence in X. Let-
ting m(x.) == mj, i = 1,2,.., for any n e Z^, by (3.3.9.1), we have 
Fx,,Tnxi(0 ^ min{F^^^„^^((|)(t)), F^^ ^„.,,.„^^(t)). 
Therefore, G^ (t) > G^ ^(^t)) > ... > G^((j)(t)) and so we have 
Fx,xi./t) = F^^,„,^..,,.... ,.,^Xt) (3.3.9.2) 
> G^ (t) > G^((^' (t)). 
Since the distribution function is nondecreasing, sup^ ,^^  G (t) = 1 and 
(])' (t) ^ ex: as i ^ oc, for all t > 0, we know G {^' (t)) ^ 1 as ( i ^ oc). 
This implies that {xj is a T-Cauchy sequence in X. Further as X is 
T - complete, let x ^^ x, G X . 
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(b)First we prove that x, is a fixed point of T'"^ ''*^  Letting m(x,) = m., 
by the assumption, there exists t, e R such that F^  ^„,^ (t*) = I. 
Denote 
t, = inf{t;F^^,„,^^(t)=l}. (3.3.9.3) 
It is then at once, obvious that t^  < t.. 
Now we prove t^  = 0. 
In fact, if tg > 0, by the left-continuity of (j), there exist tj,t2 e R , 
0 < tj < tj < tp, such that ^(t^) > t^. From (3.3.9.3), it follows that 
F , , , „ , , ( t . )< 1, ¥ m,)) = 1. 
On the other hand, it follows from 
^ H^.j'^ih) - to),G^ mt,))) 
-^ 1 (when i ->oc). 
Next, 
(t,) > min {F^^^XW), ¥^^^^^^m^)), F^^^^^^m^))} 
-> 1 (when i -^ ex:). 
In similar fashion we have 
F« ™..(t, - t,) a A(F^ __^ ^ (li-LL), GU> (ii-Liz))) 
• ' 1 ^" 
-^ 1 (when i -> oc ), 
we have 
F,^,,..,/t,) < 1, 
^x,,T™* x » ( t i ) ^ A(F^^^n,,Xj ( t i - t 2 ) , Fxm* Xj,!™* X* ( U ) 
-^ 1 (when i —> x), 
which contradicts F^^^„,^ (^t,) < 1. Hence we have t^  = 0 and so 
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Fx,jm*x.(t) = 1 for all t > 0, i.e., T'"*x, = x,. 
Now we prove that x, is the unique fixed point of T""*. Suppose that 
y, is also a fixed point of T""*. Then , for any t > 0, we have 
x^y- ^^^ ^ r^m.x jm.y ( t ) 
> min{F^ {m\ F^  . (mi K > (<1>(0)) 
> 
-» 1 (when i ^ Qc ), 
i.e., X, = y.. Thus, the fixed point of T"* is unique. 
Finally, we prove that x, is also the unique fixed point of T and 
T"XQ -^ X,. In fact, since T'"*x, = x^T^'Tx. = Tx„ it turns out that 
X, = Tx«. Hence x, is the unique fixed point of T""* x». 
For any n e Z"^ , n > m„ we may write n = km, + s, 0 < s< m,. For any 
t > 0, by (3.3.9.1), we have, for all t > 0, 
> min{F^^,,,.,).,,,^J(},(t)), F^,^„^ ((t)(t))} 
> . . . . 
> min{F^^,(k-.)m..s,^ imi F^ ^^ „^ ^ ((|)'(t))} 
-^ 1 (when k -^ x). 
Letting i -> oc, we obtain, for all t >0, 
Fx„Tnxo(0 ^ FX.TC'^ - I )m, . s , / ( l ) ( t ) ) 
> 
^ F,„,s^((l)Kt)) 
-> 1 (when k ^^ oc) 
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This implies that 1 % ->^  x, as k ^ oc. 
This completes the proof. 
3.4 On Fixed Points for a Family of Mappings 
Theorem [68] 3.4.1. Let X be an arbitrary set and (Y,F,t) be a 
Menger space. Let {A.}.^^ : X ^ Y. S, T : X -> Y with A,(X) c S(X) 
n T(X) for all i e N. Further suppose that the sequence {v^ l^ j^ ,^ formed 
by A2„U2„.i = Su2„ = V2„, A2„,,u,„ = Tu2„,j = v^ .^^  is probabilistically 
bounded and for all u,v e X, 8 > 0, i ?t j , the following inequality 
holds, 
FA,.A,V(^) ^ min{F,„ J K c ) ) , F,^ „ J(|>(B)), F,^^ J(t,(8)), 
F^.„,^(2(t,(c)),F^^^J2(|)(e))}, (3.4.1.1) 
where f: R^  -> R^ is an increasing function such that lim ^\t) = oc for 
all t > 0. S(X) n T(X) is a complete sum space of Y. (3.4.1.2) 
Then for each i e N, 
(1) A and S have a coincidence point, 
(2) A and T have a coincidence point. 
Further if X = Y and each A commutes with S and T respectively on 
C(A,S) and C(A,T), then S, T and the family {A}j^ j^  have a unique 
common fixed point. 
Proof . First we shall show that the sequence {v^ }^ ^^ , as noted above, 
is a Cauchy sequence. To prove this we first show that 
Lim F (8) = H(8). 
If m - 2i + 1, n = 2j (Let j > i), then 
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Since Fv,,,„v,^.,2((t>(s)) > mm{¥^^,^^^^^im), FV,,V,^,(KB))} 
and F.,^,v,2(Ke)) ^ mm{F^^.^^^^((t,(8)), F,^ ^^ ,^Xct)(e))}, 
we have 
F (s) > F ((|)(s)) > F ^ ((1)X8)) —-
> F (([)"(£)) 
> Sup inf F^,^(t) 
t < (|)2'(8) l,k eN I'^ k 
= D{v„!„.(*^^(8)). 
Since {Vj^ }^ ^^ ,^  is probabilistically bounded, letting n,m -^ x , 
we get Lim D(v } ^ ^^Hz) = H(£). 
Similar result can be proved for m = 2i, n =2j-l. 
If m and n are both even or odd, we proceed as follows 
F (28) > t(F (8), F (8)) ^  t(H(8), 
H(8) = H(8). 
F (28) > t(F (8), F (8)) -^ t(H(8), 
"li-l'^'lj-r ' ^ V2i.i.V2iV ^ ' V2i,V2j.i^ ' ' \ \ ) ^ 
H(8) = H(8). 
Thus we have proved that {v^}^^^ is a Cauchy sequence in S(X) fl T(X) 
and has a limit, say u. Then there exist point z and w such that w e S" 
'u and z e T'^u. Thus Sw = u and Tz = u. 
Now we shall prove A.w = u. In fact, 
FA.W, A2„.2U2„H ( ^ ) ^  " ' ^"^^SW,TU2„ . , *l^(^) ' ^AiW.Sw ^ C ^ ) ' 
'^2n+2"2n+l' 'ru2n+ 
F^ ^ (2(|)(8))} ... (3.5.1.3) 
A2n+2"2n+l'Sw V YV / / J V / 
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Since F^ _^  ,^ ^ B ) > min {F^ ^^  ,„^ ^^ (^8), F,„^ _^ ^^  sM^h^) 
and F, , (2(|)(8)) > min{F^ ^ (t)(e), F^ „ . X e ) } . 
Ajwjujn+i^ ^^ >' ^ Su2n+2' Tu2n+1 ^ ^ ^ ' Su2n+.2,AiwTV / ) 
Letting n ^ oc in (3.4.1.3), we get FAiw,A2„.,u2„,2^ )^ ^  "(^) '^^- ^^ ^ " 
Similarly K.x = u. Therefore we have 
Aw = Sw = u = Tz = A.z. (3.4.1.4) 
To prove (3), suppose X =Y and each A. commutes with S and T 
respectively on C(A., S) and C(A, T), we also have 
Au = ASw = SAW = Su, (3.4.1.5) 
Au = ATz = TAz = Tz. (3.4.1.6) 
J J J ^ ' 
Taking u = w and v = u in (3.4.1.1) and using results (3.4.1.3)- (3.4.1.6) 
we have 
FAJW.AJU(^ ) ^ Fu,Aju<t>(e). which implies u = Au. Using (3.4.1.5) 
and (3.4.1.6), one obtains Tu = Au = Su = u, j € N. 
Thus the uniqueness of common fixed point follows from 
3.4.1.1. 
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CHAPTER - 4 
FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR 
SINGLE - VALUED MAPPINGS IN PM - SPACES 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the existence theorems on fixed points 
or coincidence points for single-valued contraction mappings and 
nonexpansive mappings in some special PM-spaces. 
4.2 Fixed Point Theorems for Single - valued mappings in N. A. 
Menger PM - spaces 
Recently, fixed point theorems for single-valued mappings in 
Menger probabilistic metric spaces have been considered by many 
authors (see J.Achari [1], G.Bocsan and G.Constantin [2 ~ 5], 
S.S.Chang et al. [6 ~ 9],[18,22], Y.J.Cho et al. [25,26], J.X.Fan 
[27,28,29,30], O.Hadzic [33,34,35], I.Istratescu et al. [39 ~ 45],V. Radu 
[55 ~ 59], V.M.Sehgal and A.T.Bharucha-Reid [64],M.Stojakovic 
[69,70] and others). 
The purpose of this section is to discuss the existence prob-
lems of fixed points or common fixed points for single-valued map-
pings in non-Archimedean probabilistic metric spaces. 
Before representing results on fixed points or on common 
fixed points, we need the following definitions for future references: 
Definition ([54]) 4.2.1. A continuous t-norm A is said to be 
Archimedean if 
A(t , t )<t , t G (0,1). 
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Lemma ([48], [63]) 4.2.2. A is strictly increasing Archimedean 
t-norm if and only if for all s,t e [0,1], 
A(s,t) - g->[g(s) + g(t)], (4.2.2.1) 
where g : [0,1) ^ [0, QC) is a continuous and strictly decreasing func-
tion with g(l) = 0, g(0) = + ex, and g ' is the quasi-inverse of g, i.e., 
(g o g-')(t) = t, t e range (g) (: the range of g). 
Definition 4.2.3. A function ^ : [0, oc) -> [0, oc) is said to satisfy the 
condition ((|),) if it is nondecreasing, right-continuous and (|)"(t) -> 0, 
t > 0 as n -» oc, where <|)"(t) is the n-th iteration of (|)(t). 
A function ^ : [0, oc) -> [0, oc) is said to satisfy the condition 
(<j)2) if it is nondecreasing, right-continuous and Z*„=,(|)"(t) < + oc for 
a l l t>0 . 
By definition 4.2.3, it is easy to verify that the following result holds: 
Lemma 4.2.4. Let (|)(t) satisfy the condition {^^) or ((j)^ ). Then 
(i) (|)(t) < t for all t > 0, 
(ii)ift<(|>(t), t h e n t - 0 . 
Definition 4.2.5. (X,F) is called a non-Archimedean probabilistic 
metric space (N.A. PM-space) if (X,F) is a PM-space and satisfies the 
following condition: 
If F^y(t,) = 1 and F^^ Ct^ ) - 1 for all x,y,z e X and {^,t^ > 0, then 
FJmax{t„t ,}) = 1. 
DeHnition 4.2.6. (X,F,A) is called a non-Archimedean Menger PM-
space (N.A. Menger PM-space) if (X,F,A) is a Menger PM-space and 
A satisfies the following condition: for all x,y,z G X and tj,t2 > 0, 
FJmax{t^,tJ) > A(F^/t,),F^/t,)). 
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Here we assume that (X,F,A) is a non-Archimedean Menger PM-space 
with a continuous strictly increasing t-norm A. Therefore, (X,F,A) is a 
Hausdorff topological space in the topology T induced by the family 
of neighborhoods {U^(E,A,) : x eX , 8 > 0, A, > 0}, where 
U > A ) = {y e X : F j 8 ) > \-X}. 
Theorem 4.2.7. Let (X,F,A) be a complete N.A. Menger PM-space 
and A be a strictly increasing Archimedean t-norm. Let T be a map-
ping from X into X and n be a mapping from X into Z^. Suppose that 
for any x,y G X and any t > 0, F (t) ^^  0 and the following holds: for 
all t>0 and x,y e X, 
g(FT-„(x),T.„(x)y(t)) < (|)(max{g(F^y(t)),g(F^.rn«x(t))> g(Fx,Tn(x)y(t))})' 
(4.2.7.1) 
where g is the function defined by (4.2.2.1) and ^ satisfies the condi-
tion (<j)l). Suppose further that there exists a x^  e X such that the 
sequence {xj^'^^j defined by x^  - T \ , n - 1,2,3, ..., satisfies the 
following condition: 
sup{g(F )(t)} <oc, t > 0 . 
n>l 
Then T has a unique fixed point x, e X, and x^  -> x. . 
Proof . For given x^ , e X, define a sequence {u^} as follows: 
\.i = T"k(u,), n, = n(u,), k = 0,1,2,...., u, = x,. 
We first prove that {Uj.} is a Cauchy sequence in X. 
For any k, i e Z\ by the definition, we have 
\H = T V i - i - V . - 2 ^ - ^ \ (u^). 
Denoting E,^ = \^._^+n^^^._^+ +n^, fi-om (4.2.7A), we have 
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8(\,,T^o.n,.,„,,)(t))}) (4.2.7.2) 
<(|>( sup g(F„^,y(t))), t > 0 . 
Next, for each y e {TX.i}°'s= i ^^^ ^^y t > 0, we have 
= 8(FT%-2(Uk.2),T^+"k-2(u,,.2)vM) 
< (|)(max {g(Fu,.2.TS(„,.2)(0),g(F„,. it)), 
g(F„,,,T-,2(„,2)(t))})- (4-2.7.3) 
Substituting (4.2.7.3) in (4.2.7.2), we have 
g(Fu,.,,(t)) ^ *^( sup g(F„^^,„(t))) 
u € {TVa}^^! 
<.... (4.2.7.4) 
<^^( sup g(F^„(t))). 
In case of (j) satisfying the condition (())j) and sup^^, g(F (t)) < oc, 
t > 0, it follows from (4.2.7.4) that for all t > 0 and i G Z\ 
This implies that lim^^ ^ F„ „ (t) = 1 for all t > 0 and so {Uj.} is a 
Cauchy sequence in X. By the completeness of X, we can assume that 
u,^  -^ X. e X. 
Letting p = n(x»), we prove that x, is a fixed point of TP. 
In fact, it follows from (4.2.7.1) that for any t > 0, 
g(Fu,^,TPu,j(v) = g(FTnk-l(u,,.l),TP+''k-l(Uk.,)(t)) 
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< (j)( sup g(F^^ ^  / t ) ) ) 
< . . . . 
<^H sup g ( F ^ „ ( t ) ) ) ^ 0 ( k ^ o c ) . 
Therefore, we have for t > 0, 
S(\,T.uS^)) ^ 8(Fx.Tu,(t)) + 8(Fu,TPu,(t)) (4.2.7.5) 
^ 0 (k ^ oc) 
Next, by (4.2.2.1) and the condition (4.2.7.1), we have 
g(Fx.TPx*(t)) ^ g(Fx.TPu,(t)) + g(FTPx.(t)) 
^ g(Fx.TPu,(t)) + *(max{g(F^^„^(t)),g(F^^,,^^(t)), 
g(Fx.TPu,(t)))), t > 0 . 
In view of (4.2.7.5) and letting k -^ QC, it follows that 
g(F„.TpJ')) £ 0+*(max{0,g(F,.„,.(t)),0}) 
= 'l>(g(F,„TP.«))), t > 0. 
By Lemma 4.2.4, this yields g(F^,TPX*(*)) " ^ ^^^ all t > 0 and so 
Fx«TPx,(^ )) ^ ^ for all t > 0. Hence we have x,= TPX.. 
Secondly, we prove that x, is the unique fixed point of TP. Suppose 
that there exists a point y, e X which is also a fixed point of TP, by 
(4.2.7.1), we have 
g(Fx„y.(t)) = g(FTPx„TPy,(t)) 
< (t>(max{g(F^^^^,(t)),g(F^^_,pJt)),g(F^^_,p^^(t))}) 
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= (|)(g(F^^^Jt))), t > 0. 
By Lemma 4.2.4, we have g(F^^y^(t)) = 0 for all t > 0 and so x, = y,. 
Since x, = T^x,, we have Tx. = TPTX.. By the uniqueness of fixed 
point of TP, X, is a fixed point of T. 
Now we prove that the sequence {xj = { 1 % } , n > 1, T - converges 
to X,. In fact, for any m G Z \ m > p = n(x,), m = ip + s, i > 1,0 < s < 
p-1, it follows from (4.2.7.1) that 
< (l)(max{g(F^,^(M)p.s(^)(t)),g(F^,^pJt)),g(F^^^„,^^(t))}) 
< .... 
< (t)^ (g(F^ ^ ,^( t ) ) < ( '^(KCt)), t > 0, 
where K(t) = max{g(F^^^^(t)), s = 0,1,..., p-1} < c^  for all t > 0. 
Letting m -> oc (hence i -> ex), we have g(F^^ .j,n, (t)) ^- 0 for all t > 0. 
Hence T'^ x^ j ^ x, as m ^^oc. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.2.8. Let (X,F,A), g, A be the same as in Theorem 4.2.7. 
Let T be a mapping from X into X and n be a mapping from X into Z\ 
Suppose that for any x,y e X and any t > 0, F (t) ?^  0 and that there 
exists an A- e (0,1) such that, for all t > 0, 
g(F,„(x)^,„(x),(t)) < X. max{g(F^/t)),g(F^,„(,)^(t)),g(F^^„«/t))}. 
(4.2.8.1) 
Then T has a unique fixed point x, e X and for any x^ , e X, the 
sequence 
{\} = { T X l V i T-converges to x,. 
Proof . Taking (|)(t) = >-t, t > 0, it is easy to see that ^ satisfies the 
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condition {^^). In order to prove the conclusion of Theorem 4.2.8, it 
suffices to prove that for each x,, e X, the sequence {xj = {T"x,,}, 
n = 1,2,..., satisfies the condition 
sup {g(F^Jt))} <oc, t > 0 . 
n > 1 
In fact, for any x^  e X, let us denote 
Y/t) = max{g(F^,k^(t)) : k = 1,2,....,p}, 
where p = n{x^). Let m be any positive integer with m > p such that 
m = rp + s, r >1, 0 < s < p-1 and 
5,(t) = g(F^,,p..^(t)), k = 0,1,2,.... 
By using (4.2.8.1), for any t > 0, we have 
^ 8(Fxo,TPxo(t)) + 8(FTPxo,Trp^s^(t)) 
< Y,(t) + X. max{g(F^^(,i)p.,^(t)), 
g(Fxo,TPxo(*^^'S^V^P-xo(t))}' 
which means that, for any t > 0, 
5Xt) < yfi) + X. max{6^.,(t),5,(t),5Xt)}. (4.2.8.2) 
By the induction, it is easy to verify that 
(l-:^)5Xt) < Yo(t), t > 0, r = 1,2,.... (4.2.8.3) 
In fact, when r = 1, (4.2.8.3) is obviously true. Suppose that for r = k, 
(4.2.8.3) is true. We now prove that, when r = k+1, it is true too. In 
fact, it follows from (4.2.8.2) that 
Sk.i(t) ^ Yo(t) + ^. max{5,(t), Yo(t), 6,,,(t)} 
< Yo(t) + X. m2ix{y^{t).(\-Xy\ Yo(t),S,„(t)} 
= Yo(t) + ?t. max{Yo(t).(l-:^)^8,,,(t)}. 
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Therefore, for all t > 0,we have 
(l-X)5,,,(t)<Y„(t), 
Thus, (4.2.8.3) is true for r = k+1. Hence, we conclude that result is 
true for all positive integers. 
On the other hand, since S^ Ct) < y^Ct), we have (l-;i).8p(t) < Y„(t) and 
so (4.2.8.3) is true for all non-negative integers. It follows from (4.2.8.2) 
that 
g(F«.,T.«.(t)) = *-g ;S X. ^ ^ = r„(t) , t > 0, m > p. 
By virtue of the definition of 7^ ,(1), the above expression holds ioi ali 
positive integers. Hence, for all t > 0, we have 
sup g ( F ^ ^ „ ^ ( t ) ) < ^ Yo(t)<'=c. 
m>l 
Therefore, the sequence converges to x,. 
Theorem 4.2.9. Let (X,F,A),g,A be the same as in Theoici;; 4 2 7 
and {T }^*„=, be a sequence of mappings from X into X. Suppose thm 
for any x,y e X and any t > 0, F^y(t) ^ 0, and that for any i, j e Z , 
i ^ } , and any x,y e X, the following holds : 
8(FT.x,T y^(t)) ^ (|>(max{g(F^/t)), g(F^,^^(t)), g(F^,^/t)), 
gCF^x/OX g(F,,Ti.(t))}), t > 0 , (4.2.9.1) 
where ^ satisfies the condition ((t)^ ). Suppose further that there exists 
an XQ e X such that the sequence {x l^'^ ^ j^ defined by x^  = ^n\-v " ^ K 
satisfies the following condition: 
sup g(F^^(t))<+oc, t > 0 . (4.2.9.2) 
n > q 
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Then {T }^*„=i has a unique common fixed point x, e X and x^  ^ x. 
Proof . Let us first prove that, for any n e Z", 
g ( F w , ( ^ » = (|>"(max{g(F^^^(t)),.., g(F^,.^^,(t))}), t > 0. 
(4.2.9.3) 
In fact, when n = 1, from (4.2.9.1), we have 
g(F,^,,/t)) = g(F,,^,,^,/t)) 
< (l)(max{g(F^,^(t)), g(F^,,^(t)), g(F^^ J t ) ) , 
g(F^,,(t)), g(F,^,,^(t))}), t > 0. 
Which because of Lemma 4.2.4, yields 
g(F.,x,(t)) < (^(max{g(F^^^(t)), g(F^ J t ) ) } ) , t > 0. 
This shows that (4.2.9.3) is true for n = 1. Suppose that (4.2.9.3) is 
true for n = k-1. We now prove that it is true for n = k too. In fact, by 
the condition (4.2.9.1), we have 
< <|.(max{g(F^_^^(t)), g(F^.,.,^^,(t))}), t > 0. (4.2.9.4) 
However, we know that 
g(Fx,,,..,,(t)) = g(F,^,,^^,,^.,.^(t)) 
<(max{g(F^^,Jt)), g(F^^.,^ ,(t)). g(F^,,.,(t)), 
Substituting the above expression into (4.2.9.4) and noting 
(l)2(t) < (|)(t) < t for all t > 0, we have 
g(Fx„x,,,(t)) ^ (t)(max{g(F^^^^(t)),(t,(max{g(F^^^^^(t))^ 
g (F . , , , . / t ) )} )}) . 
Repeatedly applying this procedure to g(F^ ^ (t)) and g(F^ ^ (t)), 
we can prove that 
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t>0. 
Thus, (4.2.9.3) is true for n = k and hence the resuU is true for all 
n 6 Z\ 
Now we prove that {x^} is a T - Cauchy sequence of X. 
In fact, by (4.2.2.1), we have 
g (F^^ (t)) < g(A(F (t), F (t)) 
= g(F (t)) + g(F (t)) (4.2.9.5) 
^g(Fx„x ,(t)) + - + g ( F x „ , x , (0), t > 0 . 
Letting u,(t) = sup„ ,j{g(F^^ J t ) ) } , by (4.2.9.2), we know that 
u^(t)<+ oc for all t > 0. In view of (4.2.9.3) and (4.2.9.5), it follovvs 
that 
n+m-1 
i = n 
for all m e Z^ and t > 0, and so F (t) -^ 1 (n, m -^ oc) for all 
t > O.This implies that {x^} is a T-Cauchy sequence \\\ X r,y \\\^ L liiii-
pleteness of X, we assume that x^  ^-—>x, G X. 
Next, we prove that x» is a common fixed point of {!„} '„ ,. In fad, fur 
given i,n eZ" ,^ n > i, and any t > 0, we have 
g(Fx.T,x,(t)) ^ g(F.„ J t ) ) 4- g(F,^^^ ,_,^(t)) 
^ g(Fx.x„(0 + (t)(max{g(F^^ ^^(t)),g(F^^^ J t ) ) , 
8(Fx„T.x.(t)), g(F^^,^,/t)),g(F^^ J t ) )} ) . (4.2.9.6) 
On other hand, we have 
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-8(Fx„,,Jt)) +g(F,..,,Jt)). (4.2.9.7) 
Substituting (4.2.9.7) into (4.2.9.6), letting n -> oc and using the conti-
nuity of g and the right-continuity of (}), we have 
g(Fx..v.(t)) ^ <l>(g(Fx,.T..W))' t > 0. 
By Lemma 4.2.4, we have g(F^^^_^/t)) = 0 for all t > 0 and so 
F (t) = 1 for all t > 0. Hence we have x, = T x,. By the arbitrariness 
of i e Z^, it implies that x. is the common fixed point of {TJ^^^^,. 
Corollary 4.2.10. Let (X,F,A),A, g be the same as in Theorem 
4.2.9. Let T be a mapping from X into X. Suppose that for any x,yG X 
and any t > 0, F^ (t) ^ 0 and that there exists a constant c G (0,1) such 
that for all x,y G X and t > 0, 
g(F^^^/t)) < c.max{g(F J t ) ) ,g(F^ Jt)),g(F^^^(t)), 
g (F , , / t ) ) , g(F^ J T ) ) } . (4.2.10.1) 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 4.2.9 still holds. 
Proof . Taking (|)(t) = ct, t > 0, it is easy to show that (j)(t) satisfies 
the condition {j^^. By the same way as stated in the proof of the Theo-
rem 4.2.8, we can prove that for any x^ G X, the sequence {x j de-
fined by x^ = T"^  , n=l,2,..., satisfies the following condition (4.2.9.2). 
Therefore, the conclusion follows from Theorem 4.2.9. 
4.3 Commoii fixed point theorems for compatible mappings of 
type (A) in N.A.Menger PM-spaces 
The purpose of this section is to define the concept of com-
patible mappings and compatible mappings of type (A) in non-
Archimedean Menger PM-spaces and to study the existence problem 
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of common fixed points for compatible mappings of type (A). Also, 
we give an application by using the main theorems. 
Definition 4.3.1. A PM-space (X,F) is said to be of type (C)^ if there 
exists a g G Q such that 
g(F,,/t)) < g(F^/t)) + g(F^/t)) 
for all x,y,z G X and t > 0, where Q = { g : [0,1] -> [0,cx) is continu-
ous, strictly decreasing, g(l) = 0 and g(0) < oc}. 
Definition 4.3.2. A non - Archimedean Menger PM - space (X,F,A) 
is said to be of type (D) if there exists a g G Q such that 
g(A(s,t)) < (g(s) + g(t) 
for all s,t G [0,1]. 
Remark 4.3.3. (1) If a N.A. PM -space (X,F,A) is of type (D)^, 
then(X,F,A)isoftype(C)g. 
(2) If (X, F, A) is a N. A. PM - space and A > A^, where 
A^(s,t) = max{s+t-l,0} then (X,F,A) is of type (D) for g e Q de-
fined by g(t) = 1- t. 
Throughout this section, let (X,F,A) be a complete N.A. 
Menger PM-space of type (D) with a continuous strictly increasing t-
norm A. 
Let vj/ : [0,+oc) -> [0,+oc) be a function satisfying the follow-
ing condition ((|)): 
(^ ) \\f is upper-semicontinuous from the right and v|/(t) < t for all 
t > 0 . 
Lemma 4.3.4. ([8]) If a function \\f : [0,+cx:) -> [0,+oc) satisfies the 
condition ((j)), then we have 
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(1) For all t > 0, lim,,^^ v|/"(t) = 0, where \\i"{t) is the n-th iteration of 
M/(t). 
(2) If (t } is a non - decreasing sequence of real numbers and 
t^ ,^ < vj/(t^ ), n = 1,2,..., then lim^^^t^ = 0. In particular, if t < vj/(t) for all 
t > 0, then t = 0. 
By using Lemma 3 in S.S.Chang [8], we have the following : 
Lemma 4.3.5. Let {yJ be a sequence in X such that 
lim F (t) = 1 for all t > 0. If the sequence {y } is not a Cauchy 
sequence in X, then there exist EQ > 0, t^  > 0 and two sequences {m_}, 
{n.} of positive integers such that 
(1) m. > nj+ 1, and n^-> cc as i -> cc, 
(2) F (t,) < 1-E„ and F (t,) > l-8„, i = 1,2,.... 
Lemma ([36])4.3.6. Let Q be a subset of [0,oc) x [0,oc) satisfying 
the condition : (x,y) e Q and x = 0 implies y = 0. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) For all 8 > 0, there exists 5(8) > 0, 0 < So(8) < s such that if 
(x,y) G Q and 8 < x < 8 + 5(8), then y < EO(8). 
(2) There exists a function \|/: [0,+oc) -^ [0,+oc) satisfying the condi-
tion ((j)) and y < \\f{x) for (x,y) G Q . 
(3) There exists a function y : [0,+cc) ^ [0,1) such that for all 8 > 0, 
there exists a 5(8) > 0 such that sup{y(t) : 8 < t < 5(8)} < 1 and 
y < X y(x) for (x,y) e Q. 
(4) There exists a function X]: [0,+x) -^ [0,1) such that r| is upper-
semicontinuous from the right and y < x TI(X) for (x,y) G Q. 
Definition 4.3.7. Let A,S : X ^ X be the mappings. A and S are 
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said to be compatible if 
for all t > 0, whenever {x^} is a sequence in X such that 
lim Ax = lim Sx = z for some z e X. 
Il->a: n ll->ct n 
Commuting and weakly commuting mappings are compatible, 
but the converse is not true (see G. Jungck [46]). 
Definition 4.3.8. Let A, S : X ^ X be the mappings. A and S are 
said to be compatible of type (A) if 
l»^..g(FASx„.ssJt)) = 0, 
l"^n.. g(FsAx„.AA J t ) ) = 0 
for all t > 0, whenever {xj is a sequence in X such that 
lim Ax = lim Sx = z for some z G X. 
n->3: n n^oc n 
First, we give some relations between compatible mappings and com-
patible mappings of type (A). 
Proposition 4.3.9. Let A,S : X -> X be continuous mappings.If A 
and S are compatible, then they are compatible of type (A). 
Proof . Suppose that A and S are compatible. Let {x J be a sequence 
in X such that lim Ax = lim Sx = z for some z e X. Since S is 
n—*x n n—»oc n 
continuous, SAx , SSx -> Sz as n -^ oc and so we have 
n n 
g(FASx„.ssx/0) < g(F,s.„.sAx„(t)) + g(Fs,.^,ssx„(t)) ^ 0 for all t>0, 
as n ^ oc. Similarly, for all t > 0, we have 
l K - . o c g ( F s A x „ , A A x „ ( t ) ) = 0 . 
Therefore, A and S are compatible of type (A). 
Proposition 4.3.10. Let A,S : X -> X be compatible mappings of type 
(A). If one of A arid S is continuous, then A and S are compatible. 
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Proof . Assume, without loss of generality that A is continuous. Let 
{xj be a sequence in X such that lim„^^ Ax^ = lim_,^^ Sx,^  = z for 
some z -> X. Since A is continuous, ASx^, AAx^ ^ Az as n -> cc 
and so we have 
for all t > 0, as n -> oc. Therefore, A and S are compatible. 
The following proposition is a direct consequences of propositions 
4.3.9 and 4.3.10: 
Proposition 4.3.11. Let A,S : X ^ X be continuous mappings. Then 
A and S are compatible if and only if they are compatible of type (A). 
Remark 4.3.12. In G.Jungck et al. [47], we can find two examples 
that Proposition 4.3.6 is not true if A and S are not continuous on a 
metric space. 
Proposition 4.3.13. Let A,S : X ^ X be mappings. If A and S are 
compatible of type (A) and Az = Sz for some z e X. Then SAz = AAz 
= ASz = SSz. 
Proof . Suppose that {x^} is a sequence in X defined by x^ = z, 
n = 1,2,...., and Az = Sz for some z e X. Then we have Ax , Sx -^ Sz 
n' n 
as n -^ oc. Since A and S are compatible of type (A), 
g(FsAz,AAz(t)) = l im„_ g(F3,,^,,, J t ) ) = 0 
for all t > 0, which means that SAz = AAz. Similarly, we have 
ASz = SSz. But Az= Sz for some z G X implies that AAz = ASz. 
Therefore, we have SAz = AAz = ASz = SSz. 
Proposition 4.3.14. Let A,S : X -^ X be a compatible mappings of 
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type (A) and let { x j be a sequence in X such that 
lim Ax = lim Sx = z for some z e X. Then we have 
n->a: n n->ix n 
the following: 
(1) lim ASx = Sz if S is continuous. 
(2) SAz = ASz and Sz = Az if A and S are continuous at z. 
Proof . (1) Suppose that S is continuous. Since lim_^^^Ax_^ = 
lim Sx = z for some z e X, SSx -» Sz as n ^ oc. Since A and S are 
compatible of type (A), lim _^^ g^(F^ 5^ _^  55^ _^ (t)) = 0 for all t > 0. Hence we 
have 
g(F«,„.s.(t)) ^ g(F««„.ss.„(')) + g(Fssx„,s.(t)) ^ 0 
for all t >0, as n -^ oc, which implies that ASx^ -> Sz as n —> oc. 
(2) Suppose that A and S are continuous at z. Since Ax_^  —> z as n ^ 
oc and S is continuous at z, by Proposition 9.2.8 (1), ASx_^  —> Sz 
as n ^ oc. 
On the other hand, since Sx -> z as n -> oc and A is also continuous 
' n 
at z, ASx^ -> Az as n -> oc. Thus Az = Sz by the uniqueness of the 
limit and so, by Proposition 9.2.7, SAz = AAz = ASz = SSz . There-
fore, we have ASz = SSz. 
Let A,B,S,T : X -^ X be mappings such that 
A(X) cT(X) and B(X) c S(X), (4.3.14.1) 
g(FAx.By(t)) ^ M/(max{g(F3^,/t)),g(F3^^Jt)),g(F,^3/t)), 
l/2(g(F3^3/t))+g(F,^Jt)))}) (4.3.14.2) 
for all t > 0, where the function vj/ : [0, +oc) ->• [0,+oc) satisfies the 
condition ((j)). Then, by (9.2.1), since A(X)c T(X), for any x^ G X, 
there exists a point x, e X such that Ax^ = Tx,. Since B(X) c: S(X), 
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for this point x,, we can choose a point x^  e X such that Bx, = Sx^ 
and so on. Inductively, we can define a sequence {y^} in X such that 
y^ n = Ax,. = Tx,„„ y,„„ = Sx,„., = Bx,„„ (4.3.14.3) 
for n=0,l,2,.... 
Lemma 4.3.15. Let A, B, S, T : X ^ X be mappings satisfying the 
conditions (4.3.14.1) and (4.3.14.2). Then the sequence { y j , defined 
by (4.3.14.3), such that 
lim g(F (t)) = 0 
for all t > 0 is a Cauchy sequence in X. 
Proof. It can be easily proved. 
Theorem 4.3.16. Let A, B, S, T : X -> X be mappings satisfying the 
conditions (4.3.14.1), (4.3.14.2), (4.3.16.1) and (4.3.16.2): 
(4.3.16.1) S and T are continuous, 
(4.3.16.2) the pairs A,S and B, T are compatible of type (A). 
Then A,B,S and T have a unique common fixed point in X. 
Proof. If we could prove lim g(F (t)) = 0 for all t > 0, then, 
by Lemma 4.3.15, the sequence {y^} defined by (4.3.14.3) is a Cauchy 
sequence in X. 
Further we proceed as follows: 
In fact, by (4.3.14.2) and (4.3.14.3), we have 
< V (max{g(F3^^^ ,^^^Jt)), g(F,.^„.^Jt)) , g(F,,^„,„ , . ,„,(t)), 
= >v(max{g(F,^^ _ ^^^(t)), g(F,^„ , , J t ) ) , g(F,^^,^^^,(t)), 
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< H/(max{g(F^^^ , , J t ) ) , g(F,^„,^,,^,(t)), l/2(g(F^^^„^^ 0)) + 
g(F,„,v,„..(t))}). 
a(F (t)) < \l/(g(F (t)), 
which means that, by Lemma 4.3.4, g(F ,^ ^ (t)) = 0 for all t > 0. 
Similarly, we have g(F ^ (t)) = 0 for all t > 0. Thus, for all t > 0, 
• " '^^ y2n+l-y2n+2 
we have 
lim g(F ^ (t)) = 0. 
On the Other hand, if g(F^ ^ (t)) > g(F (t)), then by (4.3.14.2), 
y2n-l'y2n y2n'y2n+l 
for all t > 0, we have 
g(F ( t ))<i | / (g(F (t))). 
y2n'y2n+l •'2n-l'y2n 
Similarly, we have g(Fy,„,„y,„,,(t)) ^ M^(g(F,.,„.y,„„(t))) for all t > 0. 
Thus, we have 
g(F (t))<v}/(g(F (t))) 
for all t > 0 and n = 1,2,3 .... Therefore, by Lemma 4.3.4, for all t > 0, 
l i m ^ g(F (t)) = 0, 
which in view of Lemma 4.3.15 implies that {y^} is a Cauchy se-
quence in X. Since (X,F,A) is complete, the sequence {y^} converges 
to a point z G X and so the subsequences (Ax^J, {BXj^^,}, (Sx^J, 
(Tx^^^,} of y^  also converges to the limit z. Now, suppose that T is 
continuous. Since B and T are compatible of type (A), by Proposition 
3.3.13, BTx ,^^ ,^, TTx^^ i^ -> Tz as n -> oc. Putting x = X2n and y= Txan+i 
in (4.3.14.2), we have 
8ff«..BT,,„,(t)) S V(max{g(F3^^^„.^^^,(t)), g(F,,^„,,,^ 0)) , 
g(FrT.,„,.BT.,„,W).l/2(g(Fs«,„.BT,,„,(t)) + 
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BCFTTX, ,Ax,(t)))}) (4.3.16.1) 
for all t > 0. Letting n -^ cc in (4.3.16.1), we have 
g(F^ J t ) ) < vi/(max{g(F^ J t ) ) , g(F J t ) ) , g(F^, J z ) ) , 
l/2(g(F^ J t ) + g(F,Jt)))}) 
=v}/(g(F^Jt))) 
for all t > 0, which means that g(F^^^(t)) = 0 for all t > 0 by Lemma 
4.3.4 and so we have Tz = z. 
Again, replacing x by x^ ,, and y by z in (4.3.14.2), we have 
g(FAx,..B.W) S v(max{g(F,,^^ J t ) ) , g(F3,^„.,,^„(t)), g(F,^,/ t)) , 
l/2(g(F,,^^.Jt) + g ( F . , , J t ) ) ) } ) (4.3.16.2) 
for all t > 0. Letting n -^ cc in (4.3.16.2), we have 
g(F..Bz(t)) ^ v|/(max{g(F J t ) ) , g(F J t ) ) , g(F^3^(t)), 
l/2(g(FJt) + g(FJt)))}) 
for all t > 0, which implies that g(F^3^(t)) < vi/(g(F^3^(t))) for all t > 0 
and so we have Bz = z. Since B(X) c: S(X), there exists a point w e X 
such that 
Bz = Sw = z. By using (4.3.14.2) again, we have 
g(FAw.(t)) = g(F,.,B.(t)) 
< v(/(max{g(F3^ J t ) ) , g(F3^ J t ) ) , g(F,^3^(t)), 
l/2(g(F3^3^(t) + g(F^^^Jt)))}) 
^ M/(g(F,.,(t))) 
for all t > 0, which means that Aw = z. Since A and S are compatible 
mappings of type (A) and Aw = Sw = z, by proposition 4.3.13, Az = 
ASw = SSw = Sz. Again, by using (4.3.14.2), we have Az = z. There-
fore, Az = Bz = Sz = Tz = z, that is a common fixed point of the given 
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mappings A,B,S,T. 
4.4 Analogue of Caristi's Fixed Point Theorem in PM - spaces 
Theorem 4.4.1. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space and T be a 
mapping from X into itself. If there exists a lower semicontinuous func-
tion (j) : X -^ R* such that 
d(x,Tx) < Kx) - (j)(Tx) 
for all x € X, then T has a fixed point. 
Theorem 4.4.2. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space and f be a 
proper, bounded below and lower semicontinuous function from X 
into R. Then , for each 8 > 0 and u G X such that f(u) < inf{f(x) : x 6 
X} + 8, there exists a point v 6 X such that 
(4.4.2.1) f(v)<f(u), 
(4.4.2.2) d(u,v)< 1, 
(4.4.2.3) f(w) > f(v) - 8d(v,w) for all w G X, w 9^  v. 
Remark 4.4.3. 
(1) If (l)(x) = (1/k) d(x,Tx) for 0 < k < 1, then from Theorem 4.4.1, 
we have Banach's contraction principle. 
Here we represent the extension of Caristi's fixed point theo-
rem and Ekeland's variational principle in PM - spaces. In what fol-
lows, we give the proof of some common fixed point theorems in PM 
- spaces by using the previous results. 
First, by using Theorem 4.4.1 , we prove the following: 
Theorem [54J 4.4.4. Let (X,F) be a PM - space of type (C) ^ and 
(X,d) be a complete metric space, where the metric d on X is defined 
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by (*). If ()) : X -^ R is a lower semicontinuous and bounded below 
function and the mapping T : X -^ X satisfies the following condition 
: for all x € X and t > 0, 
g(F^,^(t)) < (t)(x) - (t)(Tx), (4.4.4.1) 
then T has a fixed point in X. 
Proof. From (4.4.3.1), we have 
d(x, Tx) = [ ' h(F^  Jt)) dt < I j g(F,,,(t)) dt 
^ [ ' ((t>(x) - (|)(Tx)) dt = (|)(x) - (l)(Tx) 
and thus by Theorem 4.4.1, T has a fixed point in X. 
Corollary 4.4.5. Let (X,F) be a PM - space of type (C) ,^ and (X,d) 
be a complete metric space, where the metric d on X is defined by (*), 
and the function (j)(x,t) : X x R"" -> R* be integrable in t. If the function 
\|/(x) = J (|)(x,t)dt is lower semicontinuous and bounded below and 
the mapping T : X -> X satisfies the following condition : 
for all X 6 X and t > 0, 
g(Fx,Tx(t)) < (|)(x,t) - (t)(Tx,t), (4.4.5.1) 
then T has a fixed point in X. 
Proof. From (4.4.5.1), we have 
d(x,Tx) =(h(F^Jt))dt< fg(F^Jt))dt 
^ J ' <t)(x, t) - (|)(Tx,t) dt 
= JJ (|)(x,t) dt - j j (t)(Tx,t) dt 
= M/(x) - vj/(Tx). 
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Therefore, by Theorem 4.4.3,T has a fixed point in X. 
Theorem [54] 4.4.6. Let (X,F) be a PM - space of type (C)^,^ and 
(X,d) be a complete metric space, where the metric d on X is defined 
by (*). If the function (j) : X ^ R is a proper, lower semicontinuous 
and bounded below, and T is a multi - valued mapping from X into 2^ 
such that for each x e X, there exists a point fx e Tx such that 
f: X —> X is a function satisfying the following condition : for all x G 
X and t > 0, 
g(F^Jt))<(j)(x)-(t)(fx). (4.4.6.1) 
Then f and T have a common fixed point in X. 
Proof . Since (j) is proper, there exists a point u G X such that 
(|)(x) < +0C and so let 
A = { X G X : g(F^^(t)) < (|)(u) - (t)(x) for every t > 0}. 
Then A is a nonempty closed set in X. Since g(F^j.^(t)) < <j)(x) - (j)(fx), 
for each x G X , fx G A and so we have 
(j)(fx) + g(F^ J t ) ) < (l)(x) < (|)(u) - g(F^ ^(t)). 
Thus we have 
g(F„ ,(t)) < h(F„ / t ) ) + h(F^ J t ) ) 
^ g(F J t ) ) + g(F^ J t ) ) 
< Ku) - (l)(x) + (|)(x) - (t)(fx) 
= (t)(u) - (j)(fx). 
Therefore, by Theorem 4.4.4, the function f: A ^ A has a fixed point 
in A, say x ,^ and so x^ = fx^ , G TX^, that is, the point x^ is a common 
fixed point of f and T. 
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